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Welcome to the new-look Counsel-
ling Australia. i do hope you 
enjoy the complete facelift the 

journal has undergone. the journal is 
now published by the great southern 
Press, who have helped us to reinvigorate 
our great publication. i must take this 
opportunity to thank Peter Boyes and el-
lis Anderson at Cross and Hamilton, who 
over the last six years have looked after 
the printing and layout of the journal. 
the journal owes them a debt of grati-
tude for all their hard work in the past. 
As with all things the journal has now 
evolved and its needs have gone beyond 
the resources of an industrial printer to 
those of a professional publishing house. 
For me the greatest challenge in the 
evolution of the journal is not only the 
introduction of full colour but changing 
the cover of the journal. 

ten years ago, when i first founded the 
journal, it went from being a newsletter 
to a registered peer-reviewed journal. i 
used the seasons to reflect which quarter 
the edition of the journal was published 
in and from there our characters were 
born and our front cover was established. 
the characters in their seasonal setting 
have become an iconic fixture on the 
cover and helped the journal to be easily 
identifiable. in particular, i will miss 
our December/summer edition cover 
which allowed me to express my dry wit 
by having our santa Clause counsellor 
making some witty remark to his client 
sitting in a chair in front of him. As 
with all things, the use-by date for these 
characters has arrived and, to remain 
competitive and attractive, i have bitten 
the bullet and let go so that a new, clean 
journal is now available to our growing 
membership. i now say a fond and 
emotional farewell, with a tear welling 
in my eye, to the previous layout and 
welcome in the new. 

the last quarter has seen a shift in the 
profile of ACA members as the complete 
restructure saw some members leave 
and many new ones join. the change in 
structure and membership levels has 
been a challenge for many members; 
change is always a challenge in any 
form. these changes have seen some 
members not renew their membership 
to ACA, due to what i see as a greater 
“professionalisation” of the association. 
Many of these members were part- time 
practitioners who struggled to meet 
mandatory supervision and ongoing 
development requirements. some also 

felt the new levels were restrictive, 
particularly for non-degree holders. i 
understand their frustrations and why 
they felt membership to ACA no longer 
met their expectations. 

i also believe that these changes were 
necessary if we were to be successful 
in representing the profession as being 
just that. For counselling to continue to 
move ahead in Australia and be formally 
recognised as a stand-alone profession, 
we need to professionalise ourselves 
and, in particular, professionalise 
our profile and representation. this 
cannot be achieved if the profession is 
seen to be made up of primarily part-
time practitioners or hobbyists. i also 
appreciate the catch-22 position some 
members find themselves in. Many 
part-time practitioners wish to move into 
full-time practice however the money and 
demand for a full-fee-paying service is 
still not high enough to sustain them - 
the catch being that, unless we present 
ourselves as professionals in regard 
to standards and accountability, this 
situation will remain the same.  

the change in our structure and the 
levels has also seen an influx of new 
members who have been attracted to 
the new-look ACA. Many of these new 
members have come across from other 
associations and we welcome them and 
hope they are happy with what they 
have found. Many of our older and 
senior members have maintained their 
membership and we have received many 
positive comments from them in relation 
to the changes. i can assure members 
that the recent changes are already 
being politically fruitful. since early 
August i have spoken  with senator 
larissa Waters (greens), senator 
rachael siewert (greens, Health portfolio 
& member of standing Committee on 
Community Affairs), senator Brett 
Mason (liberal), senator sue Boyce  
(liberal, Coalition Convenor standing 
Committee on Community Affairs), 
senator Peter Dutton (liberal, shadow 
Minister for Health & Ageing), senator 
Jan Mclucas (labor), senator Mark 
Butler (labor, Minister for Mental 
Health) and senator Claire Moore (labor, 
Chair of Committee on Community 
Affairs). 

You will notice that i have met with 
members of each of the three major 
parties who serve on the Community 
Affairs Committee. this Committee is a 
powerful coalition of senators who help 

drive government policy in relation to, 
amongst other things, mental health. All 
three have been very impressed with the 
new-look ACA and have committed to 
support our drive of having counselling 
formally recognised as a profession. this 
is the first vital step in our endeavours 
to seek rebates through Medicare. 
Without the recent changes to ACA 
and our involvement with ArCAP it is 
unlikely we would have this support. the 
future is looking very exciting, however 
it is imperative that members continue 
to support ACA and lobby their local 
members. there is light at the end of the 
tunnel.  

next year is looking very exciting, 
with our joint conference in Hong 
Kong in July followed by our national 
conference in Melbourne in november. 
We are very lucky to have the world-
renowned and bestselling authors Allen 
and Mary ivey as our keynotes for 
this national conference. We have also 
received invitations from the American 
Counselling Association, as part of 
our membership of the Association of 
Professional Counselling organisations, 
to meet in new orleans in March to 
discuss regional issues. ACA is definitely 
receiving significant recognition 
internationally, which again reflects our 
professionalism as an association and 
also holds us in good stead politically.  

i wish everyone a safe and happy 
Christmas and, for those who do not 
celebrate Christmas, a happy and safe 
holiday season and new Year.  

Philip Armstrong
Editor

Editorial
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Twitter
now don’t groan, but i want to revisit 

the idea of using twitter for making 
connections (both professionally and 
personally) and also as a way of market-
ing yourself and your services.  As most 
of you know twitter is a website that 
allows you to make 140 character posts to 
all your followers. Many people use this 
to publish personal items like, “i’m in the 
coffee shop right now” which is why it is 
still considered to be a little inane and 
time-wasting by many people. But if you  
consider that  twitter is ranked as one of 
the top ten most visited sites in the world 
and there are believed to be currently 
about 100 million users world-wide, you 
can see  there are unlimited possibilities 
for making connections.

When you begin posting tweets (those 
are the short messages like text mes-
sages) it can a feel a little like ‘is there 
anybody out there’,  despite those millions 
of users, but i’m thinking we can begin 
our own little community and tweet 
amongst the membership base to allow 
people to get started. i’ve recently, set 
up on twitter, so feel free to begin with 
me as your first twitter friend and i will 
happily follow you back—i tweet pre-
dominantly around it things under the 
iD http://twitter.com/AngelalewisMelb, 
while under the iD http://twitter.com/
AngelewisAuthor, i tweet about more 
general issues related to social media, 
social issues online, what i had for dinner 
(no…i’m kidding!); and basically what-
ever takes my fancy (follow me on either, 
or both!). 

if a few of us do it, before you know it 
we will be sharing our followers (people 
who read what you tweet) and you’ll be 
meeting all sorts of people and making 
all sorts of connections—and of course 
you’d be talking about your business and 
services as well, so that can only help 
your professional status. once you have 
a few followers yourself and have found 
your feet, then i won’t be offended if you 
no longer follow me☺. go to twitter.com 
to set yourself up and be sure to  take a 
minutes to read the Help files, they are 
actually really helpful!

The F5 Key
every now and then i like to chat about 

a particular F key and this issue it is our 
friend the F5.  F5 is the ‘go to’ key when 
pressed in Microsoft Word, opening a ‘go 
to’ dialogue box so that you can type in 
the number of the page you wish to ‘go to’ 
- much better than scrolling endlessly!  if 
you press it in excel then it wants you to 
supply a cell reference (e.g. C5) and if you 
press it in PowerPoint you don’t go any-
where – it begins your slideshow, which is 
handy if you are standing and can’t reach 
the mouse.

How to Shorten Internet Addresses 
(UrLs)

some internet addresses are quite long 
and when you paste them into a docu-
ment or an email may even ‘break’ as 
they go across more than one line.  the 
elegant way to deal with this is to use a 
neat little tool such as bit.ly. the added 

advantage in using this tool is that it 
records statistics on how many times 
your link was forwarded/tweeted or 
clicked. i have stepped this out properly 
with diagrams on my blog (www.angela-
lewis.wordpress.com, the notes here are 
the short version).

Here’s an example. the long internet 
address: http://www.counseling.org/
Publications/CounselingtodayArticles.
aspx?Aguid=6e3cc643-d006-4af9-9a50-
1b7448997afe

the same internet address after run-
ning it through bit.ly: http://bit.ly/9F87rc 
(much neater!)
1. You need to sign up to the bit.ly serv-

ice, which is free by going to http://
bit.ly/ and then creating a username 
and password.

2. save your bit.ly account in Favour-
ites or on your Favourites bar in 
internet explorer.

3. When you wish to wish to shorten 
an internet address, simply make 
sure you are viewing that particular 
webpage and then click the link to 
bit.ly from Favourites.  

4. A side bar opens showing the long 
address and a shortened address; 
click where it says ‘Click to Copy’.

5. Paste this link into your document, 
email, Facebook page or twitter – 
it  is now shortened and much easy 
to handle.  if you want to change 
the wording on the shortened link, 
choose ‘Customize’.

Child Maltreatment: a report from the 
national Child Protection Clearing House 
entitled “Are social marketing campaigns 

Online and IT Resources
with Angela Lewis PhD (Peer reviewed article)

Counselling AustrAliA
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about child maltreatment effective?” can 
be found at: http://www.aifs.gov.au/nch/
pubs/issues/issues32/issues32c.html (but 
i couldn’t use bit.ly, as this is going in the 
journal and you need to copy the entire 
address out to use it).

Family Violence: another report 
readers may find useful is from the 
Australian institute of Family studies, 
called “Family violence: towards a 
holistic approach to screening and risk 
assessment in family support services”. 
http://www.aifs.gov.au/afrc/pubs/
briefing/b017/index.html

transexualism: tranChangeling 
Aspects is a non-profit, non-governmental 
organisation, located in Brisbane, which 
is solely self-funded.  there are a heap of 
resources for those who are transgender, 
or have friends, family or partners who 
consider themselves transsexual. www.
changelingaspects.com.

Depression Model:  the Black Dog 
institute integrative Depression model 

can be found at: http://www.blackdogin-
stitute.org.au/docs/HandoutBDiDepres-
sionmodel.pdf.

Please note that all Internet addresses were 
correct at the time of submission to the ACA and 
that neither Angela Lewis nor the ACA gain 

any financial benefit from the publication of 
these site addresses.  Readers are advised that 
websites addresses in this newsletter are pro-
vided for information and learning purposes, 
and to ensure our member base is kept aware of 
current issues related to technology.  Angela-
Lewis@optusnet.com.au. 
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Introduction
this paper considers the issue of 

spiritual abuse in relation to domestic 
violence.  the examples used are drawn 
from a qualitative research study of 
Christian women who were victims of 
domestic violence (Baker, 2010a), and 
highlight some of the key areas identified 
as forms of spiritual abuse.  Criticism, 
coercion and control are seen as central 
features of spiritual abuse together with 
the misuse of scripture to control the 
mind and behaviour of the victim.

While this paper focuses primarily on 
spiritual abuse in the light of the Chris-
tian faith, this form of abuse is certainly 
not restricted to any particular faith or 
culture.  Many of the points highlighted 
throughout this paper can be easily 
applied to a different faith or culture 
depending on the circumstances of the 
individual client. 

Understanding Spiritual Abuse
spiritual abuse encompasses a number 

of different issues.  While initially it may 
appear somewhat intangible, as each 

individual case is considered more deeply 
aspects of spiritual abuse may become 
more apparent, operating in conjunction 
with other forms of domestic violence 
(Baker, 2010b).  the essence for the coun-
sellor is being able to identify the various 
forms of spiritual abuse occurring in the 
life of the client.  Just as physical abuse 
can be carried out using a variety of 
different methods – so too can spiritual 
abuse.

criticism, coercion and control
Criticism, coercion and control are 

ways in which a perpetrator is able to 
manipulate the thoughts and feelings of 
a victim and often influence her actions.  
even in situations where the outward 
behaviour of the victim may not change, 
negativity and constant criticism serve 
to create an unsettled and uncomfort-
able environment where the individual 
knows she is not truly free to make her 
own choices regarding her faith or other 
life matters (Baker, 2010a).  the client 
who has a strong faith and wishes to 
practise it may find herself subjected to 

ongoing criticism of either her faith or the 
manner in which she chooses to practice 
it (Domestic Violence Prevention Centre, 
2008a).  such was the case for rachel 
who regularly attended church and other 
associated activities with her sons.  she 
explains, 

even though he didn’t stop me and the 
boys going to church and 
participating in the programs, there 
was still a lot of negativity 
towards my faith and my beliefs.  He 
would use that in a mental 
way, saying that i was crazy for 
believing this sort of stuff.
Criticism may turn to control when a 

person is forbidden to attend the reli-
gious or spiritual gatherings of her choice 
(Baker, 2010a).  ruth tells of how she was 
completely devastated when her husband 
told her she was no longer permitted to 
attend services at her local church.  she 
described it as ‘taking my whole soul 
away’.  ruth relied on those meetings 
for both fellowship with others as well 
as deepening her knowledge and under-
standing of her faith.  Her children also 

Domestic Violence: Recognising 
Spiritual Abuse – Its Nature and Impact
By Lynne M. Baker PhD, University of Queensland (Peer reviewed article)
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attended sunday school where they too 
were able to learn the basic tenets of the 
faith ruth valued so highly.  When ruth 
raised an objection to her husband’s new 
ruling, “he smashed me across the face, 
and i screamed”. He violently reinforced 
the fact that his word was law and should 
not be questioned. 

Alternatively, as in the case of Miriam, 
a woman can be forced to attend religious 
gatherings where she is not at all com-
fortable, or perhaps raise her children in 
such a setting (Benedictis, Jaffe & segal, 
2010).  Miriam and her sons, who were 
used to practising their Catholic faith, 
were forced by her husband to attend 
services at a fundamentalist denomina-
tion where they did not understand the 
religious practices.  Miriam was threat-
ened by her husband who told her she 
would “pay for it” if she did not comply 
with his demand.

While it may initially appear somewhat 
companionable to either understand 
or share in the faith practices of one’s 
partner, it is necessary to remember that 
in a domestic violence situation there 
is no equality in the relationship and 
often very little choice allowed to the 
victim (Joint Churches Domestic Violence 
Prevention Project [JCDVPP] Queens-
land, 2002).  As can be seen in the case 
of Miriam, the victim can be controlled 
through threat, intimidation and fear of 
retribution should she not acquiesce to 
the demands of the perpetrator.

the impact of spiritual abuse is seri-
ous and should not be underestimated.  
By forcing both ruth and Miriam to 

leave their familiar surroundings and 
their established network of friends 
and acquaintances, not only did their 
perpetrator husbands exert power and 
control over them, they also ensured an 
increased level of isolation for the women 
in question which, in turn, minimised 
the availability of any physical, emotional 
or spiritual support that may have been 
forthcoming.

misuse of Scripture
Another form of spiritual abuse is to 

use scripture to browbeat or control 
the person, declaring that she does not 
measure up to the standard required 
and must constantly work harder to 
achieve success in this area.  this form of 
spiritual abuse is insidious and extremely 
manipulative as the accusation appears 
to be supported by the authority of the 
scriptures that form the basic foundation 
of the faith of the victim.  For example, 
elizabeth was constantly told by her 
husband the she was not an obedient 
wife.  His accusations were based on 
scripture verses which declare “the 
husband is the head of the wife” or “a wife 
should obey her husband” (ephesians 
5:22-24) and as such indicate that the 
correct behaviour for a wife is to be in 
submission to her husband.  the extreme 
and distressing nature of this form 
of control can be seen in a number of 
situations (Baker, 2010b; JCDVPP, 2002; 
rinck, 1998).  Firstly, by the perpetrator 
as a command to obey all his demands 
which can easily be made to include when 
to dress, how to dress, general behaviour 
and also intimate sexual activity.  
reissman (1989) reports on the manner 
in which a perpetrator can manipulate 
these scriptures to demand sexual 
gratification by stating, “you’re my wife 
and the Bible says you’ve got to do this” 
(p.238).  regarding her attire, elizabeth 
recalls being forbidden by her husband 
to ever wear her dressing gown around 
the house. “i was expected to get up and 
dressed and not slouch around like a slut, 
in my dressing gown”.  While elizabeth 
could see nothing wrong with wearing 
her dressing gown, she complied with her 
husband’s demands as, although he was 
involved in church leadership, he had 
already proven his violent tendencies.

this form of abuse can also be rein-
forced by members of the clergy who un-
wittingly support the perpetrator either 
through direct action or unfortunate 
levels of inaction (Barnett, 2001; McCue, 
2008).  the issue surrounding elizabeth’s 
attire was carried even further when her 

husband discovered she had been wear-
ing a modest second hand one piece black 
swimsuit that had been given to her – an 
item of clothing forbidden in her house-
hold.  Declaring it to be see through, her 
husband escorted her to the home of the 
minister to decide what action should be 
taken.  elizabeth speaks of her feelings 
as she remembers the ordeal as she was 
seemingly brought before judge and jury 
in the form of the minister and his wife.

i remember sitting there and i felt 
physically sick because it was really
very violating.  Violating of my whole 
person. And really degrading
and demoralising, and i remember feel-
ing just so close to tears with these
2 people that were married and, head of 
a very big denominational church.
instead of naming the behaviour of the 

perpetrator for what it was – that being 
control, manipulation and domination, 
the minister and his wife entertained the 
situation by examining the swimwear 
and even holding it up to the light to 
determine if it was indeed see through.  
in this way they continued to reinforce 
the misinterpretation and manipulation 
of scripture to uphold the position that 
a husband should be able to exert that 
degree of control over his wife, thereby 
supporting the abuse already being per-
petrated against her (Baker, 2010).  

similar issues can arise when con-
sidering other aspects of the Christian 
faith such as forgiveness.  Forgiveness is 
a basic tenet of the Christian faith but 
can provide a very real stumbling block 
for the victim of domestic violence who 
may be expected to provide constant and 
unconditional forgiveness to an unre-
pentant and violent perpetrator (Baker, 
2010a; Miles, 2002; Patton, 2000).  once 
again such pressure can come from either 
the perpetrator, the church, or members 
of the clergy as scripture is misused to 
enforce the duty of the victim regard-
less of the behaviour of the perpetrator.  
Joanna was not directly told that she had 
to forgive her husband, but was instead 
forbidden to continue in her role within 
the music team at her church unless she 
agreed to consider reconciliation (Baker).  
this appalling lack of support left Joanna 
feeling “terrible – like i was worthless”.

elizabeth also experienced opposi-
tion from her ministers when she would 
seek help in relation to her marriage. 
she reports being frequently questioned 
regarding anything she might be doing 
to provoke the negative responses of her 
husband, and also constantly reminded of 
her own duty to forgive (Baker, 2010a).
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the sacred nature of the marriage cov-
enant is yet another area where scripture 
can be used to control and manipulate 
the victim.  the topic of marriage is a 
significant area of study in itself.  the 
diversity of opinion that exists within the 
Christian church regarding divorce and 
subsequent remarriage creates an even 
more complex topic for discussion.  How-
ever, when considering issues of domestic 
violence and the safety of the woman and 
her children it is necessary to carefully 
consider the experiences and desires of 
the person who has first hand knowledge 
of the situation – the victim.  to be told 
that “god hates divorce” (Malachi 2:16) 
as was the case with Hannah, rachel 
and Joanna, or as elizabeth reported, 
“Divorce is not an option” is once again 
a grievous misuse of scripture which 
leaves the woman trapped in an unten-
able situation with no apparent escape 
lest she risk the disapproval of her church 
and find herself totally isolated (Baker, 
2010a).  While the statement that “god 
hates divorce” may be considered accu-
rate, the final section of the verse is often 
omitted in such cases leaving the woman 
without a full understanding of the 
meaning and context of the verse.  the 
new international Version (niV) of the 
Bible renders the final section of the verse 
“and i hate a man’s covering himself with 
violence as well as with his garment”.  
this is a clear statement in which god 
is seen to disapprove of violence (Alden, 
1985; Henry & scott, 1979) and a number 
of authors interpret this scripture as 
relating to one’s wife (Churton, 1903; 
Deane, 1995; greathouse, 1966).  omit-
ting sections of scripture and endeavour-
ing to coerce women to remain in violent 
relationships on the basis of scripture 

is not an acceptable practice and consti-
tutes not only spiritual abuse, but also 
an abuse of the position of authority held 
by the individual.  elizabeth expresses a 
very definite belief in relation to mar-
riage as a sacred covenant, “it’s made by 
two, and it can be broken by one.  And 
when one breaks it, it’s broken”.  in the 
case of domestic violence, it is the firm 
belief of this author that separation and/
or subsequent divorce are not the actions 
which break the marriage covenant.  
these actions are simply the outward 
and legal acknowledgment and ultimate 
manifestation of the already broken 
covenant – broken by the actions of the 
perpetrator.

in many of the cases presented there is 
little or no respect demonstrated toward 
the victim.  instead of the encourage-
ment, support and understanding so 
desperately needed, these women were 
faced with further efforts at control, ma-
nipulation and ultimate re-victimisation 
as scripture was used to condemn their 
choices, control their actions, and justify 
further abuse.  

spiritual abuse may also be extended 
to include “the defence and protection 
of perpetrators as a direct result of 
a general lack of willingness of some 
members of the clergy to hold perpetra-
tors accountable for their actions” (Baker, 
2010a p. 43). the, at times, overwhelming 
lack of desire for confrontation is perhaps 
best encapsulated in the title of Buxton’s  
(2000) work, “there is an elephant in the 
sanctuary and no one is talking about it”.

Other Faiths and cultures
spiritual abuse is not restricted to one 

faith or culture and some of the principles 
highlighted throughout this paper can be 

easily applied to other religious groups.  
For example the “power and control” 
wheel developed by the Domestic Abuse 
intervention Project based in Duluth, 
Minnesota highlights a number of strate-
gies used by perpetrators of abuse in an 
effort to exert power and control over 
their female victims.  strategies listed in-
clude coercion, threats, intimidation and 
the use of male privilege (Baker, 2010a).  
the information provided in the original 
design of this wheel has been further 
developed by a Muslim woman, sharifa 
Al-Khateeb, to include the same key 
concepts but with details she perceives as 
relevant to the Muslim faith (Centre for 
Children and Families in the Justice sys-
tem, 2010).  interestingly, she highlights 
the manner in which perpetrators will 
misuse writings from the Qur’an to jus-
tify their violent behaviour or support the 
need for women to obey men.  Al-Khateeb 
also mentions the possibility of perpetra-
tors of domestic violence calling upon the 
local imam to use his authority to tell the 
wife the abuse is her own fault.  As she 
explains some of the difficulties faced by 
Muslim women in relation to domestic 
violence, Al-Khateeb (2007) takes care to 
emphasise the fact that the Qur’an does 
not support violence toward women and 
frequently makes mention of the need to 
treat women well, showing kindness and 
respect.

Final words
  As can be seen from a number of the 

examples provided, spiritual abuse in 
any religion or culture has the capacity 
to cause a great deal of distress for the 
victim of domestic violence whose desire 
it is to practise her faith and steadfastly 
fulfil its teachings.  Criticism, coercion 
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and control serve only the purpose of the 
perpetrator as the victim is torn between 
the outward practice of her faith and the 
need to keep herself and her children 
safe, both physically and emotionally.  
the manipulation and misuse of scrip-
ture either from the perpetrator, mem-
bers of the clergy or congregation results 
not only in confusion, but also feelings of 
desperation, helplessness and hopeless-
ness as individuals remain trapped with 
no apparent recourse – their options me-
thodically stripped away.  While initially 
spiritual abuse may indeed seem intan-
gible, it remains a significantly powerful 
weapon in the hands of a determined and 
unrepentant perpetrator.
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In appraising the status of Mental Health in Australia, it is clear that it is an immense issue facing 
the health care industry and general Australian society.  The figures compiled by the Australian 
Bureau of Statistics (2008) state that one out of every five Australians (about 20%) will experience 
some form of mental illness each year, and that three out of every ten (about 30%) will be 
seriously affected.  As broadcasted by Beyondblue (2006), this makes mental health one of the 
biggest concerns facing Australian health and wellbeing.

Will early intervention in mental 
health, improve or disadvantage the 
chronic and complex?
by Mihajlo (Milê) Tome Glamcevski II (Peer reviewed article)

there are multiple reports and arti-
cles that outline the failing mental 
health system in Australia.  the 

Pollard (2005a) article clearly highlights 
that most people with significant mental 
health issues receive none or grossly 
inadequate treatment.  the title of his 
article highlights the desperate nature of 
things; ‘Decent care for most mentally ill 
people is still little more than a utopian 
dream’.  the article explains that mov-
ing mentally ill people from institutions 
to the poorly supported community has 
meant that the police, prisons and emer-
gency departments act as ‘defacto’ mental 
health providers.  this is supported by 
a range of government publications and 
reports, such as the Australian Depart-
ment of Health and Aged Care reports 
(2000a & 2000b).  the Wallace (2005) 
and  the Australian institute of Health 
and Welfare (2002) articles support these 
failings and it clearly articulates that the 
mentally ill represent over a quarter of 
Australia’s disease burden, but receive 
much less than 10 percent of the funding.

Pollard (2005b) quotes facts from 
various sources to draw attention to the 
poor state of mental health services.  in 
Pollard’s (2005b) research he reports 
some important information relevant 
to the discussion on early intervention 
and long term treatment.  the research 
reports that 40% of patients with mental 
health issues receive care over a 12 
month period, compared with about 80% 
of those with physical problems. the 
research reports that delay in treatment 
means that less than 10% of health 
burden due to depression is averted.  the 
research also reports most psychotic 
disorders start before age 25 yet there 
is usually a delay of 2 to 8 years before 

the first treatment episode.  the state 
of mental health is so questionable that 
the Mental Health Council of Australia 
(2005) strongly implied that it could be 
considered a human rights violation.  the 
Mental Health Council of Australia was 
clear that early intervention and long 
term care was lacking and inappropriate 
across the sector.

early intervention is generally consid-
ered a process/program of assessment, 
consultation, shared care, education and 
support regarding treatment for young 
people at ‘high’ risk of developing a seri-
ous mental health issue such as psychosis 
(Commonwealth Department of Health 
and Aged Care, 2000). the merits of 

early intervention in recent times have 
been brought to the Australian public’s 
attention by Professor Mcgorry (Austral-
ian of the Year, 2010), who argues that 
early intervention covering detection 
and early treatment using psychosocial 
and pharmacotherapeutic approaches, 
should be central in psychiatry treat-
ment (Mcgorry, 2008).  However, other 
like Professor Pelosi (2008) argues that 
current evidence does not support these 
espoused benefits of early intervention.  

Prof. Pelosi (2008) points out the dif-
ficulties in making prompt and accurate 
diagnostic assessments in early inter-
vention that directs treatment.  Prof. 
Pelosi outlines that of the large number 
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of patients seen in the health care system 
due to changes in emotions, thinking 
and behaviour, only a small minority will 
develop serious mental illness.  He makes 
it clear that early interventions such as 
antipsychotic drugs can have serious 
side-effects and cannot always be consid-
ered an appropriate intervention. 

Prof. Mcgorry (2008) points out that 
early intervention for serious mental 
disorders can reduce mortality rates 
and may alleviate a lifetime of disabil-
ity.  He also notes that the incidences of 
mood, anxiety, personality, eating and 
substance use disorders are highest in 
adolescence and early adulthood, and 
therefore there are potentially significant 
therapeutic and cost benefits in early 
intervention (Mcgorry, 2008). Further-
more, he notes delayed treatment is 
linked to poor outcomes in all diseases 
including mental health. 

in Prof. Pelosi’s (2008) paper, he con-
cludes by making it clear that providing 
resources to clinicians who are treat-
ing assessed, recognised and clearly 
established mental health diseases (i.e. 
established diagnoses) is an effective way 
to combat mental illnesses in our society.  
these chronic low prevalence mental 
health disorders such as personality 
disorders, schizophrenia and bipolar de-

pression require continual and frequent 
services, such as psychiatrists, medical 
practioners, case management, pharma-
cotherapy and psychological services.  
thus, although they are low prevalence 
they do require significant resources to 
be treated.

the robotham (2010) article poses the 
notion that a focus on early intervention 
reduces the availability of resources (and 
sympathy) to other chronic and long-term 
mental illnesses such as schizophrenia, 
and bipolar disorder.  Many government 
initiatives agree with this and have made 
attempts to improve resources for the 
chronic mental health populations. An 
example of this is the VicHealth (2005) 
action plan.

the theme of many reports, investiga-
tions and research is that after 20 years 
of reduced investment in mental health 
treatment, that the resources cannot 
manage the current demand.  there-
fore, logically within the system, early 
intervention is not considered because 
the current treatment loads are beyond 
the current resources.  early intervention 
would only move current resources away 
from those who are already identified as 
not receiving adequate interventions and 
treatment.  in light of the consideration 
that even if early intervention was avail-

able and reduced the impact of mental ill-
ness, follow-up and long-term community 
mental health resources lack the ability 
to provide the required supports for con-
tinued recovery post early intervention. 

it is clear that mental health has a 
major impact on Australian society and 
affects large portions of the community.  
this has resulted in noteworthy discus-
sions in the realms of health, politics 
and the general community. recent 
themes in discussion is the intervention 
philosophies for mental illness, and in 
particular, the use of resources in early 
intervention strategies, in comparison to 
the resources used in strategies to assist 
the long term seriously mentally ill.  it 
is also clear that mental health services 
are inadequately funded and resourced, 
however from the case studies reviewed it 
is clear that although early intervention 
has the potential to alleviate great loads 
of human suffering and reduce the bur-
den on many social institutions such as 
hospitals, police and prisons, it would not 
be advisable to shift resources to early 
intervention programs.  those that have 
chronic mental health issues are poorly 
serviced and inadequately treated at 
present, therefore reducing their services 
would not only contravene basic human 
rights to health treatment, but also 
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significantly disadvantage an already 
marginalised group.

in 1991, the Australian government 
was a major contributor to the united 
nations’ Principles for the Protection of 
Persons with Mental Health Care (staun-
ton & Chiarella, 2008). Yet on review it 
appears that the Australia health care 
system has failed to provide many if not 
most of the provisions outlined in the 
principles.  Many of the government’s 
policy and resourcing, such as the Com-
monwealth of Australia (2003) and Julia 
gillard’s very recent $270 million pledge, 
continues to fail to make any significant 
impact on the function of the mental 
health care system and continues to 
leave many patients inadequately treated 
across the mental health sector.
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 My Other Self: sexual 

fantasies, fetishes and kinks. 
After four years of researching online communities, social 
researcher Dr. Angela Lewis emerges with a book brimming 
with information about sexual deviations practised 
everywhere – from exotic purpose built playpens to the 
most ordinary of suburban bedrooms.  Much more than 
another book about erotica, MY OTHER SELF seeks to 
establish a much needed dialogue around society’s 
acceptance of alternative sexual interests by using the 
stories and experiences of everyday people. 

 
If you want some understanding of the things people do 

when it comes to sexual fetishes this book has it all, while 
treating this delicate and unusual subject matter with care 

and respect. I highly recommend it to lay people, health care 
workers and medical professionals. 

- Freida D. Scott, RN, Registered Counsellor 
 

Available at bookstores, as a paperback or ebook at www.myotherself.com.au, or online @ Amazon.com. 

Special deal for ACA members, see website for details.
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Introduction
the Pilbara region of Western Austral-

ia is famous for its red dust, iron ore, and 
the hardy men and women employed to 
extract the mineral wealth hidden under 
the spinifex landscape. the Pilbara re-
gion has been described as the economic 
powerhouse of Australia driven by multi-
national mining giants, and subsequently 
the demand for skilled and non-skilled la-
bour continues to soar. this mining boom 
has generated unprecedented opportuni-
ties to achieve employment for Aboriginal 
people across the region. it is within this 
context that an experiential program 
known as “Workfella” has emerged from 
the red dust and frenetic mining activity 
exploring issues of cultural identity and 
relationships to “other”. 

“Workfella” is embedded in a technical 
training program sponsored by Fortescue 
Metals group (FMg), the VteC pro-
gram offers entry into high paying skilled 
mining jobs for Aboriginal trainees who 
complete the technical course require-
ments. “Workfella” is not technical but 
instead relational, and sits outside tradi-
tional training structures of pre-employ-
ment programs as there are no “formal” 
competencies to achieve upon graduation. 
Describing “Workfella” has been one of 
our greatest challenges because its suc-
cess is based upon a fluid collaboration 
of professionals, and the participation of 
Aboriginal people who openly explore, 
sometimes for the first time, issues of 

spirit, past trauma, and cultural identity 
in the contemporary context of the min-
ing industry. 

underpinning the experience of “Work-
fella” is a commitment to build the resil-
ience of Aboriginal trainees; a resilience 
that is needed to sustain relationships 
both inside and outside of work. A key ele-
ment of “Workfella” is to provide partici-
pants with a framework for understand-
ing themselves in relationship to other. 
this is a facilitated, creative, and often 
improvised process, constantly chang-
ing, with a diverse mix of participants 
and professionals over several weeks. 
A multitude of issues are canvassed by 
the Aboriginal trainees who explore the 
central issue of “Who am i in relationship 
to other?”.  Painful experiences are un-
earthed as participants confront prejudice 
both of others and for many, the preju-
dices they too continue to cling on to.    

if you tried to patent a “Workfella” for-
mula it would slip through your fingers 
like sand, because its success is based on 
something nebulous and intangible that 
constantly moves and adapts to what 
is happening in the various systems 
that interact within the experience of 
the program. the day the “Workfella” 
becomes a formula rather than a rela-
tional way of being, its essence will be 
lost. our shared intention has always 
been to leave something behind that will 
have a life of its own. something that is 
not dependent on any one contributor. 

remembering where we came from and 
how we have each struggled to write this 
paper, we have re-travelled our journey, 
remembered the bushfires, and how each 
of us found ways to stop, calm and listen 
to that still place within.  

How did the Workfella start?
the establishment of the VteC train-

ing program by FMg, in conjunction 
with Pundulmurra College is unique in 
its holistic approach to bringing about 
change, and created a real opportunity 
for Aboriginal people to share in the 
economic benefits that come from the 
rich resources of the region. the program 
started as a 12 week course and has since 
reduced to six. the opportunity is pro-
vided to break the cycle of exclusion that 
so many generations of Aboriginal people 
have faced and continue to still face. 
Completion of the VteC program creates 
the entry point into real, well paid work 
directly in the mining industry. A trainee 
can be unemployed with no real work ex-
perience and six weeks later be employed 
in a $90,000 a year position. the transi-
tion for many from unemployment to full-
time paid work is swift and represents a 
quantum shift that involves more than 
dealing with the job and money.

When discussion began with VteC 
FMg, a number of problem areas were 
identified. FMg managers stated that a 
forum was needed to discuss and begin 
to work with a range of broad brush per-

Workfella - The Creative Space
Submitted by John Dallimore
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sonal issues and whatever else came up. 
they said, “Keep it simple with no fancy 
PowerPoint presentations”. 

there was no fixed date for the com-
mencement of the first “Workfella” 
program and many meetings were held 
between Michael edwards (at that time 
employed by Wirrika Maya Aboriginal 
Medical service) and John Dallimore. 
the relationship that was developed 
between these two was also part of the 
process, and there was lots of time spent 
listening and not assuming they knew 
what would work and what was needed. 
Michael is one of the “stolen genera-
tion”, and John is a natural left hander 
who was forced to write with his right 
hand, an exercise in assimilation, into 
the majority right hand world. they both 
still carry the effects of their childhood 
experience and have lost much in the 
process that leaves them confused and 
lost in their own bodies at times. the 
experiences also bring insight.

the one thing they both knew and 
agreed upon at an intuitive level is 
“Workfella” is about being strong in one’s 
own identity and place of belonging. 
Hence they simply equipped themselves 
with a list of 25 questions they thought 
would assist and facilitate discussion, 

and carried their own personal stories 
ready for the ‘Workfella” journey. 

WOrKFeLLA DIScUSSION 
the “Workfella” program is based upon 

a group process focussed upon a central 
theme and discussion of identity consist-
ing of up to 30 participants and up to five 
facilitators.  the group does not hold to 
principles of confidentiality but stories 
shared are held in sacred trust. the 
group is both experiential and therapeu-
tic as participants and facilitators alike 
examine their own identity in relation-
ship to other.  

Historical and contemporary stories 
of injustice emerge as feelings of preju-
dice and veins of anger are unearthed 
sometimes after years of deep repres-
sion or aimless anger. For many it is the 
first time to disclose past hurts which 
have crushed the spirit or the disconnec-
tions of the past. this becomes a critical 
component of development, assisting a 
successful transition to employment. Par-
ticipants are empowered to explore these 
issues which generate an array of nega-
tive feeling for an individual and group.   

“Workfella” facilitators may confront 
accusations of “you made me a racist”, 
as anger overflows and concepts of 

“whiteness” and dominant cultures 
are explored. Aboriginal adults may 
talk about their personal experience of 
being a part of the “stolen generation” 
or growing up in an emotional void 
and physical destitution because 
families had been destroyed by child 
sexual abuse, drugs, and alcohol. this 
is a necessary part of the “Workfella” 
journey as fear, mistrust, and anger 
are thus de-energised prior to entry 
into the workplace. on a practical level 
Workfella assists with the processing of 
the everyday challenges that confront 
participants who undertake the 
transition into full-time employment. 
these issues include the following:
•	 Dealing with emotions – how to cope 

with the impersonal nature of work. 
•	 Adjusting to a fly in-fly out routine, 

and changeover days.
•	 Being away from family – feeling 

unappreciated, lonely, or coping with 
jealousy.

•	 Managing alcohol - every morning on 
the job you “blow in the bag” before 
starting. “Blow numbers” and you 
lose your job.

•	 responding to racism – reacting to 
overt and covert expressions of rac-
ism.

•	 Managing anger – physical violence 
is not tolerated on the mine site.

•	 Personal time management - sticking 
with routine, schedule, and ensuring 
reliability.

•	 Dealing with money – identifying 
strategies to manage money and the 
expectation and demands of family.

•	 Communication - not being afraid to 
speak to a whitefella in the work-
place.

WOrKFeLLA SeSSION 
STrUcTUreS: On paper 
“Workfella” looks like this:
Session 1: Who’s this Workfella?   
•	 getting to know each other
•	 Who am i, how do i know myself?
•	 How do others know me?
•	 Building my house
•	 A holistic me 
•	 Building a team

cecelia mcDonald: my 
perspective of my workings with 
Workfella.

Workfella comes from so many 
dimensions and is delivered by many 
different perspectives that it is very 
difficult to describe one framework or 
one model of this program and i can 
only speak from my own way of being 
when i deliver this program.

michael edwards: my perspective 
of my workings with Workfella.

“so what’s this Workfella about?  
Maybe it’s just about finding a spirit 
place and sharing my place in it.  

About another place, another area, 
new beginnings, a different road - chal-
lenging sharing with others”. 

the key to bringing self and others 
into this shared personal space is em-
bracing one’s own vulnerabilities and 
not knowing what is being embarked 
on. the sharing brings strength. 
some of the journey has come at high 
personal cost yet in the sharing and 
support of others the journey to the 
dream has been maintained. Workfella 
works so well because we are prepared 
to be vulnerable and recognise it is ok 
to be different.

As a facilitator, my biggest challenge 
has been about my own views on the 
struggle of Aboriginal people. i have felt 
frustration, annoyance, anger, and have 
not wanted to deal with it yet it has 
stayed with me throughout the Work-
fella process. the one that sticks most 
in my mind is an early session whereby 
John D (facilitator) was targeted by an-
other fella, a big fella,  with “You white 
fellas made me a racist!” the statement 
was filled with anger and resentment. 
He wasn’t going to let go.

 “i felt John D being hooked in, he 
was not going to let go. He could try 
and defend himself, i could feel the 
urge rise knowing this would fail, or he 
could just stay in there with him and 
begin to explore. i could feel the others 
in the room come forward to defend 
John and yet holding back too. i was 
thinking, “let this go brother. Don’t go 
there. leave it alone”.  My instinct was 
to close it down because the history is 
dangerous yet i sit with it and allow 
the topic to be explored in the here and 
now. 

then John gave feedback about what 
he was experiencing and remarking 
on how skilled the other “fella” was 
at hooking him in and everything 
changed. this type of experience 
is a big part of the reason for the 
“Workfella” the program. it’s better to 
experience it in her, in a safe supported 
environment, than out there at the end 
of a long shift. out there it could have 
exploded into violence or resulted in the 
“fella” closing down. it’s so easy to close 
down and get hurt much more by shut-
ting down, walking away, and giving 
up. At the end of the session the fella 
walked up to John and just shook his 
hand. ever since, there have been big 
smiles every time we see each other.
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Session 2: I have a Dream
•	 What is this training and job 

about?  
•	 My dream and how do i get there?
•	 What makes this so important to 

me?
•	 Who is going to get in the way of my 

dream?
•	 Who is going to support my dream?
Session 3: Speaking Forward
•	 Communication skills 
•	 learning to speak up
Session 4: When things make me feel 
no good
•	 identifying and managing emotions
•	 Finding good ways
•	 Finding support
Session 5: Spending my work-money
•	 Who is going to help me spend my 

money?
•	 Work life balance
Session 6: Change – over  time
•	 Big changes
•	 going to work
•	 Back home for a break
•	 Managing relationships
•	 Where to from here?

Facilitators
As facilitators we are as diverse as 

the brilliant hues of a Pilbara sunrise 
with a rich mix of age, gender, and life 
experience. our cultural backgrounds 
are different and include Australians of 
Aboriginal and european descent, Maori, 
solomon islander and south African. our 
professional backgrounds are diverse and 
different which in turn affects our ways 
of engaging.  We are counsellors with 
training in many different modalities, 
educators, trainers, psychologists, and 
community development workers. 

the critical underpinning principle 
held by all facilitators, is that there are 
no experts or professional hierarchies 
within the “Workfella” program. As facili-
tators our professional identities are left 
at the doorway and we become part of a 
group process ensuring that we sit along-
side our fellow members as we begin the 
“Workfella” journey. this relational way 
of being ‘with’ is essential as the journey 
is shared with fellow Aboriginal brothers 
and sisters who have often experienced 
a lifetime of fear, frustration, and failure 
with professionals sitting as ‘expert’. As 
facilitators we recognise the importance 
of the shared experience and all possess 
a willingness to strip away the pre-
tences which accompany our professional 
identity. subsequently each facilitator is 
vulnerable and attempts to just give it a 
go with a curiosity to explore new ground 
of cultural identity and self-discovery. 

the uniqueness of “Workfella” and the 
role of a facilitator can be found in the 
contradictions which exist within the 
form and structure of the program. this 

can be summarised by the following:
•	 We are one but come from different 

agencies 
•	 We are brother/sister, but other
•	 We all own “Workfella” but no one 

owns “Workfella”
•	 We are separate yet something 

brings us together.
As facilitators the essence of “Work-

fella” is found in the privilege and op-
portunity to explore our own identity and 

meaning in an enriched environment of 
meeting with other. And we think, most 
of all, it is about hope and belief in a bet-
ter future. 

two roles in the program have been 
particularly challenging. 
•	 the role of the Aboriginal facilitator 

in their country. it is much easier 
to be the outsider and ask a ques-
tion from a place of not-knowing or 
naivety, than it is as an insider

JOHN DALLImOre: my 
perspective of my workings with 
Workfella.

there is one story i would like to 
share which really for me is the gen-
esis of Workfella. 

We had been running joint venture 
“Walkabouts” trekking tours based out 
of Wakathuni through Karijini nation-
al Park during the mid-90’s but there 
was always uncertainty about where 
we could go and what could be shared. 
so we arranged to go out with a group 
of young Aboriginal people and some 
elders to get an idea of what was ok. i 
was told to pick up one old fella in the 
town of onslow many hours drive to 
our next pickup point roebourne where 
some more old fellas were waiting. Hav-
ing picked up an old fella believing him 
to be the elder i was supposed to meet, 
i found out later i had picked up the 
wrong brother. At the time i questioned 
why, and what was i doing, wondering 
how is this going to pan out? it was too 
late to go back, and he decided to join 
us on our planned trek. What hap-
pened from then changed me and my 
perceptions forever. He decided he liked 
trekking, tourists and teaching the 
youngfellas showing them the country.

We shared meals, carried each 
other’s loads when necessary, and we 
spent many nights sitting in a circle 
around a campfire sharing our per-
sonal stories. i learnt to belly laugh, 
and we cried together. We were silent 
and still together. i saw him become 

proud again as his pain was heard, as 
he again walked through his country, 
and as his skills were acknowledged. 
no longer was he excluded for being Ab-
original, his Aboriginality was valued. 
Most of all though, he was respected 
and valued for simply being himself. 

i heard young fellas say we haven’t 
seen uncle like this, we didn’t know he 
was like this. i saw his respect come 
back. our friendship grew, he called me 
brother. He was the mirror that taught 
me about myself. He couldn’t read or 
write but could speak 7 languages plus 
english. He could read the country as 
i never will. i learnt from him many 
ways of respect and understood for the 
first time the meaning of “sacredness” 
the day he killed a ”kuthamandu”, a big 
lizard, and he performed a ceremony 
for the life just given.  More than any 
other he and his family are the reason 
i became a counsellor. When he died 
the same week as his brother from an 
asbestos-related disease, i was allowed 
to be with those who were his Aborigi-
nal brothers and shovel the earth into 
his grave. that was a moment in the 
frenzy when time stood still and i felt 
a deep peace and calm descend. All 
became one in that ground we shared 
at that edge of life and death. that 
happened as i was coming back to the 
Pilbara with a dream that somehow 
the experiences of the Walkabouts 
could be brought into the present time. 
so often now in the moments i need to 
centre, i remember that old man’s last 
gift to me.
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•	 Coordinating competing schedules 
of agencies, facilitator availability, 
lore time obligations, and logistical 
requirements. 

cHALLeNGeS AHeAD: mOre 
QUeSTIONS THAN ANSWerS 

How is the value of a program like 
“Workfella” measured? unlike mining 
activity where value is ultimately meas-
ured by profit margins and share market 
fluctuations, it is difficult to weigh the 
net -worth uncovered in the rich veins of 
cultural identity and personal experience 
of “Workfella”. 

“Workfella” has provided a focal point 
for staff and families across FMg mining 
activity.  it has supported their process-
ing of difficult and complex issues that 
impact upon their daily lives. the issue 
of sustainability underpins the future 
of “Workfella” and the importance of 
ongoing support and continued access of 
services for the FMg Aboriginal and non-
Aboriginal workforce in the townships 
across the Pilbara.  

the program has also built the level of 
community trust in the services provided 
by relationships Australia and the other 
services participating in the program.  
there has been a significant increase of 
clients directly and indirectly generated 
by “Workfella”. this “multiplier effect” 

has produced ripples of referrals by FMg 
staff and their families as they access 
counselling and support services outside 
of “Workfella”.  

the increase in client numbers reflects 
a demand and need by employees and 
their families for support beyond the life 
of a “Workfella” group. the commercial 
value to Hr and mining production can 
be attributed to increases in efficiency for 
recruitment and retention of staff, whilst 
maximising rates of production by reduc-
ing disruption and breakdown of relation-
ships onsite in work camps. 

Whilst the mining boom creates oppor-
tunities, it also places an overwhelming 
strain on community. Massive financial 
investments are made in capital infra-
structure yet we have not witnessed 
comparative investment in the social 
capital and well-being of the community. 
We would argue that “Workfella” sub-
stantially increases the value of mining 
production by assisting an Aboriginal 
and non-Aboriginal workforce to manage 
complex issues associated with a transi-
tion to employment. “identity” is at the 
core of our being and found at the heart 
of stories yarned about in “Workfella”. 
Despite the rapid transformation and 
fast flowing financial benefits of min-
ing activity, all people still search for 
meaning and wrestle with identity in the 

commercial landscape of iron-ore across 
the Pilbara. Perhaps the sustainability 
of a cohesive and productive workforce 
on country is more dependent on the 
connections and identities unearthed in 
“Workfella” than first thought. 
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Introduction
this is Allen ivey’s 8th visit to Aus-

tralia and Mary ivey’s 4th. the couple 
has worked extensively with Australian 
counsellors/psychologists and also with 
Aboriginal people since 1979. Both are in-
ternationally known authors and lectur-
ers, who specialize in counselling skills, 
developmental counselling and therapy, 
neuroscience, and multicultural issues.

Short bio - Allen e. Ivey, edD, 
AbPP

Allen e. ivey received his doctorate 
from Harvard and his undergraduate 
degree (Phi Beta Kappa) from stanford. 
He is Distinguished university Professor 
(emeritus) at the university of Massa-
chusetts, Amherst. He is also a Courtesy 
Professor at the university of south Flori-
da, tampa. A Diplomate of the American 
Board of Professional Psychology, Dr. 
ivey is a past-president and Fellow of the 
society of Counseling Psychology of the 
American Psychological Association and 
is been a life member of American Coun-
seling Association.  He is also an elected 
Fellow of the society for the Psychologi-

cal study of ethnic Minority issues of 
APA and the first elected Fellow of the 
Asian American Psychological Associa-
tion. He considers his greatest honor was 
being named elder of the Multicultural 
Movement at the Multicultural Confer-
ence and summit in 2005.

Author or co-author of over 40 books 
and 200 articles and chapters, his works 
have been translated into 20 languages. 
He did original work on the multicul-
tural implications of the microskills in 
1968-74 and has been increasing his 
work in multicultural studies ever since.

Allen is best known as the neuro-
science, spirituality and multicultural 
counselling are central in his work Allen’s 
recent writings have focused on “Psycho-
therapy as liberation.” His latest book 
is essentials of intentional interviewing 
(Cengage) with Mary Bradford ivey.

Short bio - mary bradford Ivey, 
edD., Nbcc, LmHc

Mary Bradford ivey, Former school 
Counselor and Adjunct Professor at sev-
eral universities, is currently Courtesy 
Professor of Counseling, university of 

Florida, tampa. Mary has three areas of 
expertise and experience—writing, inde-
pendent consulting and school guidance.  
Her master’s degree in counselling was 
earned at the university of Wisconsin, 
Madison. she earned her doctoral degree 
in organizational development at the 
university of Massachusetts where she 
worked closely with Kenneth Blanchard, 
author of the well-known one-Minute 
Manager. 

Dr. Mary received national recognition 
in 1988 when her elementary counseling 
program at the Fort river school was 
named one of the ten best in the nation 
at the Christa MacAulliffe Conference.  

Ivey & Ivey 
Melbourne 11th of November 2011 
Allan and Mary’s farewell workshop for Australia
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she was recently named one of the first 
15 Fellows of the American Counseling 
Association. recognized by and listed in 
Who’s Who in America, she is co-author 
of twelve books plus numerous articles, 
translated into several languages.  in 
addition, she has produced a number of 
videotapes illustrating counseling and 
therapy strategies including the popular 
video Counseling Children,which includes 
ideas of how to include spirituality in 
counseling children of culturally diverse 
backgrounds.

recently, she has applied the develop-
mental model to the positive treatment of 
children with special attention to issues 
of child abuse. one of her specialties is 
applying consultation skills to school and 
management environments. spiritual-
ity and multicultural counseling are 
important in Mary ivey’s work. Her most 
recent workshop have focused on how 
counselors can use professional coaching 
in daily practice. she has received three 
national awards for her contributions to 
counseling and multicultural studies.

1 Day Workshop:
New Dimensions in Assessment and 
Treatment: 
The Positive Wellness Approach from 
Developmental Counselling and 
Therapy (DCT)

Allen and Mary will share their central 
approach to child, adolescent, and adult 
counselling and therapy. their goal is 
to provide a basic introduction to DCt 
with enough specifics so that partici-

pants will be able to use the concepts in 
their practice in the coming weeks. the 
first focus will be on assessment of client 
cognitive/emotional style and potentially 
useful treatments for each style. Working 
with positive approach to child, adoles-
cent, and adult depression will be the 
second topic. the afternoon will provide 
practical experience with the community 
genogram, a tested strategy that enables 
clients to see their issues in broad social 
and multicultural context. the session 
will close--as time permits--with an ex-
amination of Axis ii, personality “disor-
der, “ which the ivey’s regard as personal 
style rather than disorder.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
APPROACH 

Participants will be able to:
•	 understand basics of DCt and how 

it is informed by basic neuroscience 
research.

•	 Assess client cognitive/emotional 
style and select individually appro-
priate treatments.

•	 Work with depression (child and 
adult) from a positive developmental 
framework.

•	 Assist clients see and understand 
their issues in multicultural and so-
cial context through the community 
genogram.

•	 Work with Axis ii personality style 
(also known as “disorder”) using a 
wellness perspective.

to receive further information on this 
workshop email philip@theaca.net.au
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Register of ACA Approved Supervisors
Name Base Suburb Phone Qualifications PP Hourly Rate Medium

NSW

Martin Hunter-
Jones

Avalon Beach 02 9973 4997 MA, A d. ed Ba Psych, Philos $100 Face to Face, 
Phone, group

Jennifer Cieslak Bathurst 02 6332 4767 Mast. Couns., grad Dip Couns, supervisor 
trng

$77 Face to Face, 
Phone, group

Patricia newton Dee Why/
Mona Vale

02 9982 9988 
or
 0411 659 982

rn, rmid, grad Dip Couns, Cert CisMFA 
trainer, Cert supervision

$100 Face to Face & 
group

Carol stuart Bondi Junction 02 9387 7355 Dip. Prof. Counselling, supervisor trng, 
Workplace trainer

$88, $70 (conc.) Face to Face, 
Phone

Heide McConkey Bondi Junction 02 9386 5656 Dip Prof, Couns. Prof. sup (ACCs) $99 ind, 
$33 grp

Face to Face, 
Phone, group

gary green Brighton le-sands 02 9347 2404 MA Couns. (Psych. uWs), grad. Dip. 
Couns. (spo. Perf. Psych. ACAP), Dip. t.A. 
(AtAA), Dip. e.s.t. (Mac.), Cert. iV Asses. 
Work. train. (isA), int. Cert. tKD 6th Dan. 
(MAiA), Cert. nlP Prac. (QCs)

$200 group and Phone 
by nego

thomas Kempley Central Coast 0402 265 535 MA Counselling, supervisor training $55 ind, 
$75 grp

Face to Face, 
Phone, group

lyndall Briggs Kingsgrove 02 9554 3350 "Dip. Clin. Hypno., Clin supervisor,
Master Practitioner of nlP, Dip. nutrition,”
Cert. iV Workplace training & Assessment

$66 Face to Face, 
Phone, group, 
skype(Web)

samantha Jones lindfield 02 9416 6277 Clinical Hypnotherapist, supervisor trng $90 ind, 
$40 grp

Face to Face, 
group (2hrs)

lidy seysener Mona Vale 02 9997 8518 Cert Couns & Psychotherapy Prof sup 
(ACCs), Masters nlP

$150 Face to Face, 
Phone, group

Brigitte Madeiski Penrith 02 4727 7499 Dip Prof, Couns. Dip Womens Dev, Dip PsC, 
superv. trg (AiPC)

neg. Face to Face, 
Phone, group

Patriciah Catley nsW 02 9606 4390 Dip Couns., Dip. Ci. Hypno, supervisor, 
Mentor, en nlP

$90 Face to Face

elizabeth lodge silverdale 02 4774 2958 Dip. Coun, Dip. Psych, Dip. Hyp $70 Face to Face, 
Phone, group

grahame smith singleton 0428 218 808 Dip Prof Counsel (Workplace)(realation-
ships), Dip Career guidance, supervisor 
training (AiPC), Cert iV training & As-
sessment

$66 Face to Face, 
Phone, group, 
Web

Donald Marmara sydney 02 9413 9794 somatic Psych. Cert. Dev. Psych $120 Face to Face, 
Phone, group

Dr randolph 
Bowers

West Armidale 02 6771 2152 PhD., Med Couns. CPnlP,gCHe, BA,CPC, 
CMACA, rsACA

$80 Face to Face, 
Phone, group

Jacqueline segal Bondi Junction & 
Castle Hill

02 4566 4614 MA Applied science, supervisor trg (AiPC) $120 Face to Face, 
Phone, group

Karen Daniel turramurra 02 9449 7121 expressive therapies & sandplay therapy, 
supervisor. traing., (ACCs)

$90 1hr/
$150 2hrs

Face to Face

rod McClure Bondi Junction 02 9387 7752 supervisor training (ACCs), Psychothera-
pist

$110 Face to Face, 
Phone, group

Brian edwards Forresters Beach 0412 912 288 B. Couns une, Dip Counselling $65 Face to Face, 
Phone, group

Brian lamb Hamilton 02 4940 2000 B Couns, supervisor training $88 Face to Face, 
Phone, group

lorraine Dailey Maroota 02 9568 0265 Masters Applied science supervisor Clinical $90 Face to Face, 
Phone, group

Heidi Heron sydney 02 9364 5418 CMACA, BA Psych (Hons), PsyD Psych, nlP 
trainer, Clinical Hypnotherapist, AiPC 
supervisor

$120 ind/ 
$75 grp/2 hrs

Face to Face, 
Phone, group, 
Web

Michael Cohn nsW 02 9130 5611 
or 
0413 947 582

B.Com, ll.B, grad Dip Couns (ACAP), Mas-
ter Couns (uWs)

$100 Face to Face, 
Phone, group

Deborah rollings sutherland 0404 884 895 BA (social Work) $90 Face to Face, 
Phone, group
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susan rosevear invergowrie 02 6772 9973 
or  
0428 752 347

347    Diploma of Counselling; 
supervision training, 

$50 Phone, group, 
Face to Face

gwenyth lavis AlBurY 0428 440 677 
or   
02 6026 6141

Professional supervisor training(July, 2007); 
graduate Diploma of Counselling (May, 
2005), Advanced Dip of Counselling and 
Family therapy

$85 Phone, group, 
Face to Face

QLD

Christine Perry Albany Hills & 
Beerwah

0412 604 701 Dip. t., B. ed. MA Couns, Cert iV Ass & 
Work trng

$66 Face to Face

Carol Farnell north Maclean 0410 410 456 B Psych (H), B Bch sc $100 Face to Face, 
Phone, group

Myra Cummings Durack/inala 0412 537 647 Dip Prof. Couns. Prof. supervisor training 
(AiPC)

$66 Face to Face, 
Phone

Cameron Covey eumundi 07 5442 7107 
or 
0418 749 849

grad Dip. (Couns.), BA (Beh.sci), Prof. sup 
(AiPC)

$88 org 
$66 ind

Face to Face, 
Phone, group

Judy Boyland springwood 0413 358 234 Dip Prof Couns., supervisor trg (ACCs) 
Cert. reality therapist, M ed

$75 Face to Face, 
Phone

Philip Armstrong grange 07 3356 4937 B. Couns., Dip Psych, soA supervison (rel 
Aust)

$88 ind 
$25 grp

Face to Face, 
Phone, group

gwenda logan Kallangur 0438 448 949 MA Couns., B. soc sc., iV Cert Workpl Ass & 
trng, JP (C/Dec)

$100 Face to Face, 
Phone, group

Beverley Howarth Mitchelton 07 3876 2100 Dip Prof. Healing science, Cil Practitioner $120 Face to Face, 
Phone, group

Kaye laemmle Bundall 07 5570 2020 Dip Prof. Couns., Bac.soc.sci. Counselling, 
realationships & Communication, 
soA supervision (re.Aust)

$85 Face to Face, 
Phone, group

Dr. David Kliese sunshine Coast 07 5476 8122 Dip. Prof. Couns. Prof. sup (AiPC), Dip Clin 
Hyp.

$75 Face to Face, 
Phone

Yildiz sethi Hamilton 07 3268 6016 B.ed. grad Dip Couns, Dip Hypnotherapy, 
B ed, grad Dip Couns, Dip Hypnotherapy, 
nlP Pract, Family Constellations,
Brief therapist, Prof. sup, educator ACAP

$80 ind 
$40 grp

Face to Face, 
Phone, group

Dawn spinks Birkdale/Capalaba 0417 633 977 BA Hons (Psych & education), MPH, MACA 
(Clinical)

$110 Face to Face, 
Phone

Dr. Jason Dixon grange 0416 628 000 PhD, M.soc.sc (Couns), Cousellor educa-
tion and
supervision/Community Mental Health 
Counselling

$121 Face to Face, 
Phone, Dist (via 
video conferenc-
ing)

Dorothy rutnarajah Point Vernon 07 4128 4358 Master of Counselling $110 Face to Face, 
group

Catherine Dode-
mont

grange 07 3356 4937 B socsci (ACu), Mcouns, ACA accredited 
supervision Workshop,  
tAA40104, Pre-Marriage educator (Foccus), 
CMACA

$95 Face to Face, 
Phone, sml 
group, long Dist, 
Phone

roni Harvey springwood 07 3299 2284 
or 
0432 862 105

Master Counselling, Dipl Appl sci Comm & 
Human serv, 
Cert iV Workpl Ass & tray, JP skype

$70 Face to Face, 
Phone, group

Alison lee Maroochydore 0410 457 208 Masters gestalt therapy $100 Face to Face, 
Phone, group

lyn Baird Maroochydore 07 5451 0555 
or 
0422 223 072

gD Counsell, Dip Psych, soP supervision, 
Ma soc.sc (Pastoral Counselling),  rn, Dip 
CCFt, Cert iV tAA

$77 Face to Face, 
group

sharron Mackinson Caboolture 07 5497 4610 Dip Couns, Dip Clinical Hypnotherapy, nlP 
Pract, Cert iV WPA&st

$80 ind 
$25 grp

Face to Face, 
Phone, group

Frances taylor tanah Merah 07 3388 1054 
or 
0415 959 267

Dip. Prof. Couns., Dip Clin Hypnosis, Dip 
Multi Addiction

$70 Face to Face & 
Phone

Heidi edwards gympie 07 5483 7688 
or  
0466 267 509

B.Bsc; CMACA; MCCA; Prof.supv.(AiPC); 
Fac MHFA 

$99 Face to Face & 
Phone

stacey lloyd Aspley 0417 644 650 
or 
07 3420 4127

MA (Couns), BA (Psych), Dip.Bus (Mgnt), 
Cert iV trng & Asst

$100 Face to Face. 
Phone, group
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Virginia roesner Kawungan 07 4128 2202 M.edu;B.sci (Psychology); CMACA; 
Prof supr (AiPC)

$88 Face to Face

Valerie Holden Peregian springs 0403 292 885 M Couns, B Couns, Prof supervisor trg $80 Face to Face, 
group

Brenda Purse shelly Beach 07 5493 2333 
or 
0402 069 827

M Couns, B. Couns Prof supervisor trg $90 Face to Face, 
group

VIC

Deborah Cameron Albert Park 03 9893 9422 
or 
0438 831 690

M.Couns (Monash), soA supervisor 
training, M spec ed (spnds) (Deakin) B.A/ 
(s.sc) (Deakin)

$99 Face to Face, 
Phone, group

Claire sargent Canterbury 0409 438 514 BA Hons Psychologist $110 Face to Face, 
Phone, group

Veronika Basa Chelsea 03 9772 1940 
or
0417 447 374

MA Prelim (ling) BA, Dip ed, Dip. Prof 
Counselling, Cert iV in C.supervision
Cert iV in tAA, MACA, MsCAPe

$90 ind 
$35 group

Face to Face, 
Phone, group

Miguel Barreiro Croydon 03 9723 1441 BBsc (Hon) Psychologist $90 Face to Face, 
Phone, group

geoffrey groube Heathmont 03 8717 6953 Dip. Prof. Couns., Prof. supervisor trg 
(AiPC)

$75 Face to Face, 
Phone, group

elena Zolkover Hampton 03 9502 0608 ACA supervisor, loss & grief Counsellor, 
Adv Dip Couns swinsburn, BsW Monash

$80 ind 
$20 grp

Face to Face, 
Phone, group

Molly Carlile inverloch 0419 579 960 rn, B.ed. stud., Dip Prof Couns, supervisor 
AiCD Dip

$100 Phone

Berard Koe Keysborough 0403 214 465 teach Cert, BA Psych, MA Past Couns. $70 Face to Face

Hans schmid Knoxfield 03 9763 8561 Dip. Prof. Couns. Prof. superv. trg. (HAD) $70 Face to Face, 
Phone

sandra Bowden rowville 0428 291 874 Dip. Prof. Couns., Prof. supervisor trg 
(ACCs)

$60 Face to Face & 
Phone

Judith Ayre st Kilda east 03 9526 6958 Dr Coun & Psych, Dip Clin Hyp., gr.Dip 
Coun., gr.Dip Conf. res., B.A.

$70 Face to Face

Barbara Matheson narrewareen 
Ferntree gully

03 9703 2920 
or
0400 032 920

Dip. Appl sc (Couns.) AAl, Prof. sup (ACCs) $70 grp 
$20 Discnt for 
FVC membs

Face to Face, 
Phone, group

rosemary Carace-
do-santos

ocean grove 03 5255 2127 Dip Prof Couns, Cert iV Health Clinical 
Hypnosis

$66 ind $35 
grp

Face to Face & 
Phone

Joanne Ablett Phillip island 03 5956 8306 M Counselling, Back ed, Dip & Adv. Dip. in 
expressive therapies, Prof spvsr

$80 Face to Face, 
Phone, group

Zoe Krupka seddon 0408 880 852 Cert Prof supervision $100 Face to Face, 
Phone, group

John Hunter Kew east 03 9721 3626 Bach Counselling, supervisor trg $100 Face to Face, 
Phone

graeme riley gladstone Park 0423 194 985 Master of Ministry; graduate Diploma 
Pastoral Counselling; Diploma of Ministry; 
Clinical Pastoral education (1891,1988,1987)

$75 ind 
$100 grp

Face to Face, 
group

rosslyn Wilson Knoxfield 03 9763 0033 
or  
0422 120 114

supervisor training; Dip. Prof. Couns, Dip 
of Holistic Counselling, Dip of expressive 
therapies

$70 Phone, group. 
Face to Face

Jenni Harris south Yarra 03 9490 7599 
or  
0406 943 526

MA(MieCAt)supervision; Adv. supersion 
traning nada Miocevic; grad Dip in experi-
mental & Creative Arts therapy

$80 indi 
$90 grp

Phone, group, 
Face to Face

Cheryl taylor Port Melbourne 03 8610 0400 
or 
0421 281 050

Certificate iV in Counselling supervision-
rtA &BeCs; Dip of teaching, Cert in 
Counselling an Psychotherapy, Accredited 
telephone Counselling, grad Dip in 
Christian Counselling,neuro-linguistic 
Programming

$88 group, Face to 
Face

Michael Woolsey seaford 03 9786 8006 
or
0419 545 260

registered ACA supervisor, Bach 
social Welfare, Dip Prof Couns, Cert iV 
Assessment & training

$70 Phone, Face to 
Face

suzanne Vidler Braybrook 0411 576 573 Clinical supervision training (lA trobe 
uni), grad Dip, Psy, MA Cous., BA B.sc;

$100 Phone, Face to 
Face, group
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SA

Carol Moore old reynella 08 8232 7511 Dip. Prof. Couns. B. Bus HrD, Prof 
supervisor

$99 ind 
$35 grp

Face to Face, 
Phone, group

Moira Joyce West Croydon 0432 764 151 
or 
08 7225 4319

B. App sc (soc Wrk), Cert Mediation, Cert 
Fam ther, Cert Couple ter, supervisor trng

$100 Face to Face, 
Phone, group

Anne Hamilton gladstone 08 8662 2386 
or 
0416 060 835

rn, rPn, MHn, grad Dip H Counselling, 
supervisor (ACA), Master nlP, Coaching 
and timeline therapy

$90 Face to Face, 
Phone, group

Dr. nadine Pelling Adelaide 0402 598 580 M.A. Ph.D Psychologist & Counsellor $100 Face to Face, 
Phone, group

Maurice Benfredj glenelg south 08 8110 1222 grad Dip Hlth Couns, Dip Couns and Comm, 
Adv. Dip. Appl. soc sc, Bed, MA

$90 Face to Face, 
Phone, group

Carol Moore old reynella 08 8232 7511 gradDipsocsc{Couns}; B Bus {HrD; Dip.
Prof.Couns.Prof super trg.

$99/hr ind 
$35/2hr grp

Face to Face, 
Phone, group

Dr. Chris White gilberton 08 8344 3837 
or
0414 884 637  

M.B.; B.s.; F.r.A.n.Z.C.P. (ret); 
Dsc. (Psych); C.M.A.C.A.; M.A.i.P.C.; 
A.M.i.t.A.A.; M.r.e.A.A.

$100 Phone, group, 
small group, 
Face to Face, 
long distance

WA

Christine ockenfels lemming 0438 312 173 MA. Couns., grad Dip Couns. Dip.C. Couns. 
sup trng (Wasley)

$66 Face to Face, 
Phone

Dr. Kevin Franklin Mt lawley 08 9328 6684 PhD (Clin Psych), trainer, educator, 
Practitioner

$100 Face to Face

Carolyn Midwood sorrento/ Victoria 
Park

08 9448 3210 MA. Couns. nlP, sup trg, Dip Prof Couns. 
Cert iV sm Bus Mgt

$110 Face to Face, 
Phone, group

eva lenz Fremantle 08 9418 1439 Adv. Dip. edu. Couns. M.A., religion, Dip 
teach

$80
$60 Con Hlt-
CareCrd

Face to Face, 
Phone, group

lillian Wolfinger Yokine 08 9345 0387 Professional supervision $60 Face to Face, 
Phone

Deidre nye Canning Vale 08 6253 8190 
or 
 0409 901 351

supervisor training; trainer in nlP; tlt®; 
Hypnosis nlP supervision
Dip Prof Couns

$80 Face to Face, 
Phone, group

John Dallimore Fremantle 0437 087 119 CoA of supervision (CCC) B. Couns B. Appl. 
Psych

$90 Face to Face, 
Phone, group

TAS

David Hayden Howrah 0417 581 699 Dip Prof Counselling, supervisor trg (AiPC) $80 Face to Face, 
Phone, group

Michael Beaumont-
Connop

newstead 0429 905 386 Master of social Work, gra.Dip. social. sci. 
Bachelor of Arts MnZAC

$100 Face to Face, 
Phone

nt

Margaret lambert Brinkin 08 8945 9588 
or 
0414 459 585

Dip.t, B.ed, grad.Dip.Arts, grad.Dip.
Psych., B. Beh.sc.(Hons).

$80 ind 
$130 grp

Face to Face, 
Phone, group

rian rombouts Millner 08 8981 8030 
or 
0439 768 648

Dip Mental Health, Dip Clin Hypno, 
supervisor trg

$88 Face to Face, 
Phone

ACT

Brenda searle Canberra/region 02 6241 2765 
or
 0406 376 302

grad Dip of Community Couns., Adv Cert of 
Clinical Hypnotherapy, Dip of Prof.Couns, 
supervisor trg (AiPC)

from $50 to 
$80 (nego)

Face to Face, 
Phone, group

ingrid Wallace Chisholm 02 6247 0655 
or 
0417 447 374

MA (Counselling), grad Dip of Community 
Counselling, Adv. Practitioners’ Cert in 
Clinical Hypnotherapy 

$100 Face to Face, 
Phone, group

HONG KONG

Ann Moir-Bussy Hong Kong 852 2806 4144 $500HK Face to Face, 
group

SINGAPORE

laurence Ho swee 
Min

singapore 65 9823 0976 Masters of Arts (Applied Psychology), grad 
Diploma in solution Focused Brief therapy,

$70-$90 Face to Face, 
group
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Before indulging in observing the more subjective, symbolic and creative aspects of dreams and 
dreaming we should look now on how this enigmatic nocturnal event, taking up almost one third 
of our lives, originated and developed to a present where more daring scientists now are in the 
position to link Psyche to Quantum Physics via dreams.
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On Psychoneuroimmunology Part 2
(Peer reviewed article)

From ‘flying souls’ to some 
chamber of horrors: PNI and the 
Dreamscape

i would take more time on Fred Alan 
Wolff’s book on the Dreaming universei 
especially that his opening chapter “We 
Dream to Create a self”, but also the syn-
thesis of dream, mythology, consciousness 
research, anthropology and last, but not 
least, quantum physics, made it a serious 
candidate for my interest in Pni. 

Wolf’s novelty is indisputable and if 
some of his books are greatly praised 
in theosophical and other spiritualist 
circles this in no way eludes his scientific 
endeavor and acumen for minute, objec-
tive appreciation. He is ‘the’ scientist’ par 
excellence, modeling a unique formula 
where science, philosophy and the spir-
itual are joined by the sheer passion for 
discovery and continuous innovation. 
Wolf’s take on dreams is as pedantic as it 
is ‘eccentric’ and fascinating nonetheless.

As much as reM discovery was by all 
means revolutionary, advancing on the 
idea of dreams being rather physiological-
ly based, for eons of time before that, we 
could say, dreams and dreaming carried 
within them the seed of our immortality, 
messengers as they were from sovereign 
and aloof deities. it was Aristotle who, 
around the fourth century BC, peeled 
away the illusion that had copiously 
tricked humanity into holding dreams as 
open lines of communication with gods. 
What the greek philosopher managed 
was to amend and correct a tradition of 
externalizing the source of dreams, this 
time locating it with the very recesses of 
our body, with dreams as an effect and 
extension of ‘sensory imprints’.

With the 19th century of ‘mechanistic’ 
orientation, on the other hand, every-
thing seemed to rampantly fall prey to a 
radical and exclusive rationalism. More, 
this seemed so inevitable, that research 

into dreams became itself subject to seri-
ous revamping, to the point where the 
vision of it as morphing into more privy 
ventures inside the brain attracted seri-
ous research into this phenomenal ‘event’. 
the era of ‘scientification’ of dreams had 
begun.

For author Fred Alan Wolf dreams are 
credited inviolably with being no less 
than the ’basis for consciousness’. one 
purpose of dreaming, he argues, is ‘to 
create a self’, and another to express, 
maintain and promote species survival. 
Yet another, more technical reason for 
dreaming was that of ‘integrating’ ele-
ments of the Psyche which, left unex-
pressed, threaten to inundate the self 
with poisonous residues.

it so happens, however, that the imagi-
nal realm, the dreamscape, by its very 
nature renders the accountables of ‘time’ 
and ‘space’ superfluous. legendary lore 
in Australian aboriginal economy of see-
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ing life on the vantage point of a greater 
universal scheme, places the origin of the 
universe as the byproduct of the ‘great 
spirit’ submerged into deep sleeping and 
thus dreaming us all into life. More, it 
will continue to do so until ‘the end of 
time’ii. All life is consequently  made up 
of “...images of this dream that the great 
spirit infused with life and enabled all 
images to share in the dream. in brief we 
are nothing but dreams capable of dream-
ing. We are the dreamer and the dream 
at the same time”iii. Aboriginal historiciz-
ing of their great moment of inception 
is pushed as far back as 150.000 years, 
when dreamtime accomplished its work 
of memory imprinting by the grace of this 
‘dreaming spirit’. its propensity in time 
was thus extraordinary in its encompass-
ing all of the past, present and futureiv  
and what modern acceptance of ‘dream-
time’ uses as decoder here is simply the 
imagination. the author insists that, 
based on a deeply ingrained aboriginal 
philosophy, this dreamtime is not quite 
equating what is normally understood 
by ‘imagination’v, as the elusiveness of 
those ‘somewhere’, ‘sometime’ keeps them 
rather shrouded in an imaginal whose 
transparency may be retrieved exclu-
sively in those instances of both lucid and 
prophetic dreams, shamanic work and 
other such phenomenavi. the novelty in 
Wolff’s theory is in this effort of link-
ing apparently irreconcilable symbiotic 
paradigms where subject/object’/ dreams/
dreaming become interchangeable. it 
is thus assumed that if we succeed in 
determining an identity to the ‘self ’ (the 
‘Big Dreamer’) and then connect this to 
the objective nature of the realm where 
the (Big Dreamer’s) ‘dream’ originates - 
what we now call the ‘universe’ – we can 
then finally join indefinitely and invio-
lably Quantum Physics and Psyche. All 
we have to do, we are instructed, is to 
understand dreams and dreaming. that 
is all (sic).

to return to our Pni topic it becomes 
now obvious that an emphasis is placed 
on the double-bind nature of dreaming: 
dreams, therefore, while a quite palpable 
piece of plausibility standing most pre-
tentious scientific scrutiny, prove rather 
sophisticated elaborations of physio-
neuro-psychological extract, with their 
particularity of elusiveness and precari-
ous slippages, vulnerable to memory, at 
the least bizarre and irrational and 
‘outlandish’.  Author Fred Alan Wolff 
prompts himself the same question: what 
is this enigmatic corroboration between 
a precise and minutious apparatus – our 
‘brain’, in all its ‘physiological splendor’ - 
and the intangible dream.  Argues Wolff 
at this point: “And why are dreams so 
bizarre? Why are there certain themes in 
dreams that seem to recur? since most of 

us have had dreams of doing the impos-
sible could these dreams be remnants of 
our early prehistory? in other words are 
dreams simply echoes of our evolving 
brains?”vii

somewhere in his vast emporium of 
written works Jung almost committed 
the sacrilege of detaching ‘psyche’ from 
the ‘self ’ – the psyche, that is, seems to be 
moving all by itself, in a sort of genuine 
cryptic ballet whose decoding is impos-
sible and which impossibility is difficult 
to admit. in the sense that we tend to 
identify with our consciousness, at such 
liminal time of loss (of ‘consciousness’) we 
are all laid bare at the hand of a ‘self-
moving’ psyche, and what we call ‘ourself’ 
becomes silent and estranged, and this, 
insists Jung, is ‘the end of our monarchy’.

And yet where are these two, Psy-
choneuroimmunology and Dreaming, 
joining forces? salvation or damnation, 
either way, are located deep within the 
very works of Psyche and dreams, no 
doubt, are and will ever be more than 
nocturnal intermezzos, blue prints of an 
identity we can never fully touch. Maybe 
a link would be found in Bosnak’sviii con-
cept of ‘embodied imagination’, a brand 
of concocted theories and applications 
mainly based on neuroscience and the 
phenomenology of C.g.Jung, James Hill-
man and Henry Corbin. Dreams, in his 
view, become (literally) the embodiment 
of events happened in quasi-physical and 
phenomenological environments. narra-
tives depicting them become themselves 
psychophysical events whose meandering 
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through a cortege of ‘network of embodi-
ments’ generates profound and unique 
therapeutic moments. the immediacy of 
such tribulations empowers us at once as 
incredible managers of a huge range of 
memories be these personal, collective, 
happy or traumatic. Flashbacks then are 
easily confused with reality and it is this 
‘embodied’ imaginal that we surrender 
to, opening us up to a personal ‘vortex’ 
at once ‘physical’ and ‘virtual’. More, it 
is in the interstices of such states that 
‘healing’ can indeed be obtained render-
ing dreams  instrumental in most of the 
shamanic events, and all other thera-
peutic attempts based on scientific work 
with dreams or simply their recollection 
and sharing.  Hypnotherapy or work with 
‘hypnagogic’ states are valid here as well.  

Psychoneuroimmunology – a more 
“technical view” 

i would, in the last section of this 
paper, return to Pni for the scope of re-
lating dreams and dreaming to this new 
comer science. i would follow Vadim s. 
rotenberg’s article on Pni and behav-
iourism, included in the volume genetic, 
social and general Psychology Mono-
graphs published in 1996. rotenberg’s 
contribution to the book  (“Psychoneu-
roimmunology: searching for the main 
deteriorating psychobehavioral factor”) is 
edifying in pointing out the relation be-
tween Pni and psychobehavioral factors 
responsible for a decrease in the immune 
function under significant pressure from 
stress, hormonal activity and depression, 
for ones. the purpose in summarizing 
this article is to conclude upon a more 
“technical”, more scientific aspect of the 
Pni so that in the very last section of 
my article i may then relate this with 
dreams and dreaming and their power 
to alert (upon) and avert various health 
risks and ultimately to restore and heal. 

PNI and the impact of ‘deteriorating 
psychobehavioral factors’

As a novel field of adventurous search 
and vertiginous development, Pni finds 
itself today in the unique position to 
claim its independence as a science based 
in a strong and encompassing environ-
mental basis. rotenberg’s study, however, 
decries the apparent discrepancy at 
present between the vast experimental 
application and the rather vague and am-
biguous character of the theoretical basis 
underlying these experiments. rotenberg 

offers a critical review of Pni based on 
two opposite behaviors: ‘search activity’ 
and ‘renunciation’. the author’s efforts 
are toward integration and mending such 
contradiction. grosso modo, the conclu-
sion to this work is that ‘search activity’ 
increases Pni and averts related disor-
ders, while ‘renunciation’ reinforces such 
disorders. Depression, anxiety and stress 
are here highlighted as main disorders 
followed in the comparative analysis be-
tween the two psychobehaviors. “search 
activity and renunciation”.

the study debuts with the idea that 
there are two main areas of observation 
with Pni in mainstream literature: a) 
immunological functions in natural and 
experimental stressful conditions in both 
humans and animals, and b) immunologi-
cal functions in various psycho-patholog-
ical states such as depression, anxiety, 
stress, etc. As it is not the purpose of this 
article to obtain other than a general 
view on Pni, not as much clinical as cul-
tural and psycho-social, i would proceed 
to enumerate some of the conclusions 
drawn by doctor rotenberg in his effort 
to relate Pni to various behavioral states 
and psycho-pathological conditions.

Bringing together stress, anxiety and 
depression, notorious for their base in 
distorted emotions and a psycho-somatic 
character, makes it easier to then invite 
dreams and dreaming into the equa-
tion, thus conferring Pni the quality of a 
fertile ground for observation at a broad 
holistic level. 

The stress variety
At the time of doctor rotenberg’s 

article (1996) the involvement of stress in 
our immunological functioning was still 
an ambiguous and ambivalent enterprise. 
stress was looked at as major trigger for 
both immune-depression and   immune-
enhancement. stress, it is ever admitted, 
may exert strong immunological effect 
upon organism. this play, however, 
between stress as immune-depressor and 
immune-enhancer is today an ambiva-
lence gradually and greatly overcome by 
a better understanding of how mobilizing 
a certain amount of stress can be upon 
our system. 

‘objective’ and ‘subjective’ stresses 
are further contrasted, as are ‘acute 
laboratory stress’ and ‘natural stress’ in 
an effort to better understand stress by 
placing it in various environments. With 
the first binary ‘objective’/ ’subjective’ the 
formula gets complicated when nuanced 

by factors such as ‘inner’ observation 
and emotional response. While ‘objec-
tive’ stress is determined by a self-turned 
appreciation of one’s own state – an 
‘examination by self ’ process - the ‘subjec-
tive’ stress is triggered on the onset of 
an emotional reaction to some shocking, 
disturbing, or at least unusual event. 
the distance in emotional involvement 
becomes thus crucial for establishing the 
‘objective’ type of stressor as neutral to 
the immune function and the ‘subjective’ 
(emotional) involvement as disturbing 
and consequently in immediate rela-
tion to the natural killer cells. there are 
however studies which state the opposite, 
making the ‘ambiguity’ and ‘ambivalence’ 
of Pni ever stronger and more confusing. 
rotenberg notes how this prompts some 
researchers (solomon 1987) to conclude 
that there must be a quite minute, subtle 
and indefinite outcome of such interplay 
where stress may both enhance and sup-
press vital immune functions.

on the other hand there is increased 
definition of the relationship between a 
behavior such as ‘helplessness’ and the 
immune system. More, it seems that 
‘inescapable’ shock proves paramount 
in triggering the decrease in blood 
lymphocyte proliferation. the distance 
between ‘inescapable’ and ‘escapable’ 
shock as proved in experiments with rats 
establishes as strict a paradigm as that 
separating’ good’ stress from ‘bad’ stress. 
While rats under ‘learned helplessness 
condition’ presented profound immuno-
suppression, those offered a chance to 
‘control’ their stressor showed increased 
immune-functions. 

given the conditions underlying old 
age it was concluded that such difference 
must be  crucial: individuals in control 
of their lives appear more apt to obtain 
healthier responses and a decreased 
index of mortality. it is, however, still 
unknown the role physiology plays in 
this, as, once again, the ‘emotional’ aspect 
is liminal here: in an experiment with 
old people, participants who only believed 
they remained in control in the face of 
stress, managed to decrease its effects. A 
‘placebo’ situation, reiterating the vital 
importance of the activity in the right 
hemisphere of the brain.  A more updated 
version of such discovery would be doctor 
gerd Hammer’s conclusions regarding 
stress, unresolved shock and the onset of 
a disease as lethal as cancer. i will return 
to doctor Hammer’s theory later in this 
article. 
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one other crucial observation in the 
experiment with stress was that par-
ticipants reported rather concentration, 
effort and struggle to the point of tension 
and irritation at the encounter with 
stress and not helplessness or hopeless-
ness. sustained effort, therefore, seems 
invaluable and in fact intrinsic to the liv-
ing organism in its struggle with a stress-
ing environment. Kobasa (1979) conclud-
ed that a healthy approach to challenge 
and the effort to contain life’s difficulties 
can only boost the immune system.

A strict demarcation was also enacted 
between such ‘effort stress’, meant to face 
and overcome the obstacles, and ‘anxiety’ 
- equated here with ‘distress’. Again, be-
lief in having control over the stressor is 
determinant, although ways to exert such 
control (by ‘effort’) is difficult to establish 
in psychophysical terms.

the dichotomy ‘effort stress’ versus 
‘anxiety’ is associated by rotenberg with 
‘adaptive’ vs ‘maladaptive’ emotional 
tension. Here the notion of ‘search activ-
ity’ comes into play – ‘search activity’ 
together with ‘renunciation’ were the two 
main psycho-behavioral modes employed 
by rotenberg at the beginning of his 
study on the effect behavior plays on the 
immune system. While ‘search activity’ 
is defined as the effort to alter a situation 
in one’s favor (or, at least, to alter one’s 
attitude toward that situation), ‘renuncia-
tion of search’ is the polar opposite, where 
neurotic anxiety and depression in hu-
mans and freezing in animals, together 
with panic and stereotypical behavior 
in both humans and animals, depress 
normal psycho-biological responses able 
to protect at the encounter with stressors. 
Freezing, it is indicated, must be further 
dissociated from defensive motionless 
behavior, which is rather a ‘passive avoid-
ance decision’ at the moment of a ‘startle 
reaction’. Freezing, on the other hand, 
shows a level of inflexibility and lack of 
creative decision making. the modus 
operandi by which science measures such 
discrepancies is by observing hyppocam-
pal activity in producing theta waves as 
an indication of profound ‘search activity’. 
subsidiary forms of behavior taking place 
in the hyppocampal area of the brain and 
responsible for assuring a good inflow of 
theta-rhythm are ‘orienting’, ‘learning’, 
‘food searching’, ‘escape’, ‘startle’, among 
others. All these have ‘search effort’ as a 
common denominator, absent, otherwise, 
in the instance of freezing or stereotypal 
response behavior. 

it is shown that in the same para-

digm ‘active self-stimulation’ and ‘active 
defense’ are at the root of alleviating and 
reducing somatic disorders. rotenberg 
concludes to the above by stressing that 
the absence of ‘search activity’ in behav-
ior is indeed crucial in determining stress 
and its impact on the immune function. 
it is this behavior attitude which shapes 
and re-shapes the immune system, a 
crucial indicator in Pni. 

one clinical example is the protec-
tive influence of hypochondriasis on the 
somatic health of psycho-somatic patients. 
it must be that hypochondriasis, as much 
as it may become a pathological condition, 
under normal levels it indicates a con-
stant preoccupation with possible danger 
present in the imminence of diseases and 
affections subjecting the organism. such 
awareness proves positive and in line with 
‘search activity’ response as crucial behav-
ior in keeping our immune system on the 
alert, all geared up for fight and survival. 

An experiment was related by doctor 
rotenberg, where mice are stressed by be-
ing immobilized in their two weeks after 
birth with the scope of producing ‘learned 
helplessness’ in the future. increased sup-
pression of the immune response in the 
form of suppressed antibody levels were 
shown when a similar stress was given. 

the ‘neurology’ component in the Pni 
formula is itself crucial in determining 
the biofeedback between brain and the 
immune system. in this equation the 
immune system replicates a sensory func-
tion when it alerts the brain to a par-
ticular stimulus activating it in the form 
of a foreign organism but, argues doctor 
rotenberg, stimulating the brain implies 
also influencing the behavior regulated 
by the brain. Again, we have ‘behavior’ 
as crucial modulator at the interface of 
brain-immune system connection.

in a final subchapter to his study the 
author emphasizes the link between 
stressful life events, psychological vari-
ables and immunity. taking into account 
variables in psychological response given 
by everyday forms of stress (time pres-
sure, work-related difficulties, hassles, 
unemployment etc.) doctor rotenberg iso-
lates ‘trait anxiety’ as an important mod-
erator of stress-illness relation. He defines 
‘trait anxiety’ as a personal vulnerability 
indicator able to correlate one’s life events 
and illness. rotenberg notes endler’s 
(1998) contribution to the idea that ‘trait 
anxiety’ is instrumental in perceiving 
life events as dangers and thus threaten-
ing. However, argues rotenberg, such 
explanation tends to omit the psycho-

behavioral factor to the effect of avoiding 
the reality that such ‘threats’ normally 
call for a full mobilization of resources 
with the sole scope of overcoming them. A 
study on postoperative patients analyz-
ing responses given in terms of emotional 
tension showed that a lack or decrease 
of such emotional response generated 
postoperative distress and complications. 
it is all to do with learning and adapta-
tion, where challenging situations require 
an adequate perception as threatening 
factors that need urgent resolve.

rotenberg’s article concludes with the 
nuance that it is not the duration, nature 
or gravity of stress as much as it is the 
behaviors enacted during stress which 
make a huge difference to our immune 
ability. His ‘search activity’ concept 
proves most valuable and further to be 
employed in attempts to better corre-
late theory and experimentation in Pni 
research. (to be continued in the next 
issue)
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Abstract
How do we, as therapists, respond to 

our clients when the expectation of con-
temporary relationships is that ‘he’ has 
to last longer than two minutes and ‘she’ 
has to have an orgasm? And how do we 
therapists help couples when we are also 
influenced by this narrative?

Four important factors influence a 
couple’s sex life and their emotional 
relationship. Firstly, the psychological 
symptoms of happiness and relaxation 
together with a dose of good self-esteem 
and a positive attitude are required. sec-
ondly, the relationship needs to consist of 
companionship, fun, romance, security, 
respect, acceptance and trust. thirdly, 
allowing time, privacy, atmosphere as 
well as creating different environments 
will influence the satisfaction factor. the 
fourth factor relates to how each person 
is differentiated as an individual, yet 
remains together with the other person.

Arguably, sex and intimacy represent 
the drive for unity and the ultimate pro-
test against the fragility of life .Yet, sex 
and intimacy require a creative tension 
between being one’s self and the death-
emulating transcendence of orgasm (la 
petit mort: the little death). We explore 

how therapists create a therapeutic 
relationship with a couple when intimacy, 
desire, eroticism and sex conjure up 
different meanings for individuals. Ad-
ditionally, we will explore how therapists 
can locate themselves and facilitate the 
intra-psychic, interpersonal and systemic 
communication that is so paramount in 
the healthy continuation of a relationship 
for a couple. it is this communication that 
enables couples to be both together and 
separate, to develop their idiosyncratic 
intimacy, and to discover new ways of 
dealing with the sexual ‘elephant in the 
room’.

How Therapists respond to Intima-
cy, Sex and the Fragility of Life 

“When two people are under the most 
violent, most intense, most delusive and 
most transient of passions, they are 
required to swear that they will remain 
in that excited, abnormal and exhaust-
ing condition continuously until death 
do them part” - george Bernard shaw       
(26 July 1856–2 november 1950)

relationships are complex systems of 
interrelated forces of sex and intimacy – 
a balancing act of ‘being as one’ in a cou-
ple without losing oneself. As therapists, 

our challenge lies in confidently raising 
with our clients topics such as sex and 
intimacy. We suggest that a therapeutic 
approach to working with sex and inti-
macy requires explicit discussion of both 
these aspects of an intimate relationship. 
Being able to inform, educate and support 
couples who are struggling in these areas 
may cause us to struggle with our anxiety 
levels and vulnerabilities.

this paper proposes a framework for 
engaging in therapy with couples around 
sex and intimacy, on the premise that 
eroticism and sexuality are not just part 
of a relationship but also encompass a 
relationship in their own right. together 
with emotional intimacy, this leads to a 
relationship greater than the sum of its 
parts. We believe that the balance of the 
individual drive to be emphatically who 
we need to be (which leads to an expres-
sion of sexuality) with our fundamental 
need to attach, attract and to love (an 
expression of intimacy) is a dynamic bal-
ance. Fusion, and flexibility and adapt-
ability mediate this balance. 

How do we balance our concurrent 
drives for separateness and unity that at 
some level, underpin our personal notions 
of sex and intimacy? Couples and thera-

How Therapists Respond to Intimacy, 
Sex, and the Fragility of Life
Stan Korosi and Gabby Skelsey (Peer reviewed article)

Counselling AustrAliA
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pists have to negotiate the paradoxical 
relationship between sex and intimacy, 
and male and female notions of these 
aspects. Perel (2007), illustrates with her 
comment “tell me how you were loved, 
and i will tell you how you make love”, 
that when intimacy and sexual relation-
ships are discussed, all three in the 
room (the couple and the therapist) will 
bring their values and attitudes into the 
discussion. the relationship and inter-
play between the couple and the therapist 
will be influenced to the extent that the 
therapist has explored his or her issues of 
sexuality and intimacy. transference and 
counter-transference occur and, if openly 
addressed, can be a strong part of the 
therapeutic relationship. the question is, 
in the course of reflecting on our practice 
as therapists, how do we have to be differ-
ent when working with issues of sex and 
intimacy?

Limerance: What is Love?
“limerance”, as posited by psycholo-

gist Dorothy tennov (1928–2007) in King 
(1997), is an involuntary cognitive and 
emotional state in which a person feels an 
intense romantic desire for another per-
son. limerance could be called romantic 
love, a need to express love with words 
and deeds. it describes the feelings of 
euphoria that is experienced when two 
people meet and ‘fall in love’. it is a time 
when we show only our best side to our 
‘loved one’ and equally we are infatuated 
with our ‘loved one’s’ idiosyncrasies. this 
can also be a time of in-depth sharing 
of each other’s vulnerabilities. such 
vulnerabilities attach us to the other, 
make us love each other, care for the 
other and want to protect them. research 

suggests that when people are attracted 
to another person, the brain releases a 
rush of chemicals (Fisher 2004). these 
include dopamine (inducing a feeling of 
wellbeing), serotonin (giving feelings of 
emotional security) and others for exam-
ple, acetylcholine (a chemical similar to 
amphetamines). these produce feelings 
of excitement and “oneness” which Perel 
(2003) contrasts with preservation of 
autonomy of the self. such autonomy al-
lows each person in a couple to be alone 
and separate, and enables each of them 
to have an interest in the other. the 
“oneness” is conflicted with the need to 
preserve ourselves.

romantic love or limerance lasts from 
12 to 18 months. to live in this continued 
state of “euphoria” is all-consuming. At 
this stage, the relationship can continue 
and ‘real’ love and mutual understand-
ing of each other can grow. Alternatively, 
people who are seeking the feelings of 
limerance may go on to seek another re-
lationship. is it possible such people may 
be addicted to love or the chemical ‘high’ 
of love?

Why do we ‘Fall’ in Love?
Why are limerance and love so allur-

ing? greenberg and goldman (2008) dis-
cuss love in terms of its capacity to affect 
how we feel about ourselves by experi-
encing attachment to, and attraction of, 
another person who affirms our identity. 
greenberg and goldman describe love in 
terms of three core motivators: attraction, 
attachment, and identity validation. our 
relationships flourish in the mutual ex-
citement and joy of attraction. Attraction 
helps maintain intimate bonds because 
it evokes positive feelings about the other 

and in us. Attraction provides a buffer, 
softening future conflicts or bad feelings 
by offering memories of positive emotion-
al experiences in relationship to another 
person. We like to attach to other people 
because doing this regulates our emo-
tions and anxiety about separation – that 
immutable, existential pain of human 
experience. the desire and need to attach 
provide existential security against our 
separateness through seeking a close 
bond with another person, yet without 
subsuming ourselves in the other.

 We find our identity in the mutual vali-
dation of attraction and attachment. the 
human mirror of a loved one validates, 
and affirms us in who we are. greenberg 
et al. (2008) posit that we seek relation-
ships in order to validate our identities 
because we know about ourselves through 
recognition by another person. these 
authors make an important distinc-
tion between identity and self-concept. 
identity is how we know ourselves with 
positive regard (or otherwise) by feedback 
from others. identity is how others recog-
nise us as opposed to the concept of self, 
which is based on internalised conditions 
of worth.

greenberg et al. (2008) propose that 
conflicts over identity lie at the heart of 
relationship issues. they suggest that 
one or other partner has an over reliance 

“When two people 
are under the most 
violent, most intense, 
most delusive and 
most transient of 
passions, they are 
required to swear 
that they will remain 
in that excited, 
abnormal and 
exhausting condition 
continuously until 
death do them part” - 
George Bernard Shaw       
(26 July 1856–
2 November 1950)
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on validation from the other and a lesser 
reliance on their own internal validation, 
or vice versa. Within a relationship, one 
partner may seek validation of their iden-
tity from the other, which the other is not 
prepared or able to give. Conversely, one 
partner may want to validate the identity 
of the other only to find them unrespon-
sive. either way, a tension now exists 
between partners whose balancing points 
between their needs for self-validation 
and other-validation mismatch. these 
tensions manifest as complex negative 
interactional cycles. these cycles are an 
intricate emotional dance of primary and 
secondary emotions organised around 
fear and anxiety, joy and interest, and 
shame and powerlessness. 

Intimacy and Desire
it would appear that the effect of being 

“in limerance” is temporary, and that 
after this a more mature relationship 
between individuals emerges. this hap-
pens provided we do not become obsessed 
or addicted to the pleasurable feeling of 
confusing our partners for ourselves (that 
is, the ‘urge to merge’). Within this urge 
lie the tensions between being in love and 
being in lust, and between self-validation 
and other-validation that mediate our 
separateness and differentiation from 
fusion and merging.

 Perel (2003, 2007) explores the 
distinctions between intimacy and 
desire, and whether the relational and 
individual conditions that each require 
are mutually reinforcing or mutually 
exclusive. intimacy requires a sense of 
familiarity, connection and emotional 
closeness. sometimes, this intimacy 
may make people feel claustrophobic, 
trapped or even engulfed by the other’s 
need to merge or be merged. emotional 
intelligence helps us distinguish the 
anxiety of being too close from the 
anxiety of being too separate, and to 

manage the implicit tension within this 
dynamic.

However, Perel (2003, 2007) found that 
desire and eroticism require a sense of 
freedom, spontaneity and are very much 
an expression of one’s self-concept. our 
upbringing, family of origin, and our so-
cial context help us develop from an early 
age our own individual notions of sexual-
ity. sexuality and eroticism are expres-
sions of desire for another person. the 
dynamics of this require people to have a 
well-founded sense of self and autonomy 
that can express sexuality and eroticism, 
and to appreciate otherness without the 
need to compromise their own sexuality 
and eroticism.

this places, intimacy and sexuality at 
odds with each other. in order to be sexu-
al with a partner, one has to be emphati-
cally oneself to give erotic expression to 
sexuality in the desire for the other. to 
put it simply, in order to be sexual and 
to have a sexual relationship with your 
partner, you have to have an awareness 
of your sexual self. You have to know your 
erotic needs and what “turns you on”. 
this creates desire for the other person. 
it is commonly known that relationship 
problems including resentments, attach-
ment needs, and vulnerabilities may be 
played out in the sexual lives of clients. 
Perel (2007) refers to this drive as the 
“ruthlessness of the self”. However, to be 
emotionally intimate with a partner re-
quires that these boundaries be compro-
mised in order to be close and connected. 
Yet if one is too close and connected, one 
loses that sense of otherness. Perel (2003, 
2007) summed this up best in saying 
‘eroticism exists in the space between the 
self and the other’. it follows then that a 
creative tension, between intimacy and 
desire characterises relationships. Within 
this tension lies the essential paradox to 
which Perel (2007) refers; that enhancing 
intimacy may not necessarily lead to a 

better sex life any more than emphasis-
ing ‘better’ sex leads to intimacy. this is 
because the fundamental conditions that 
support one are contra-indicated for the 
other. 

eroticism and the erotic 
relationship

roth (2001) exposes in his book the 
Dying Animal (which became the film 
elegy), the power, the nuance, and the 
beauty of the erotic relationship between 
his central character, the aesthetic David 
Kepesh and sexually adventurous Con-
suella. the theme at the heart of their 
relationship is the dimension of distance, 
the distance that the central character 
David requires to enjoy his lover’s native 
eroticism, and the distance his lover 
requires to express her eroticism and to 
be sexually validated. it is this distance 
which becomes the issue in the end, be-
cause it is both far enough for their erotic 
relationship, but too far for an intimate 
one. And this is ultimately the tension 
the central character, David explores. 
it is only when he leaves the relative 
safety of the remote aesthete, that he can 
experience the power of an erotic relation-
ship, rather than observing the acts from 
a safe distance.

in luis Brunel’s film Belle de Jour 
(1967), based on the novel by Joseph 
Kessel, severine serizy (Catherine De-
neuve) assumes a double life alternating 
between a marriage where she appears 
frigid and unresponsive to her husband, 
and spending her weekday afternoons in 
a brothel. it is here in the brothel that 
the protagonist feels safe and uninhibited 
to explore her compelling sexual fanta-
sies. the orderliness of her double life 
is thrown off-course when she meets a 
flamboyant gangster who wins her heart 
and thus intrudes on her double life. the 
complexities mirror the mystification of 
her need for both intimacy and eroticism. 

Figure 1. Optimal Distance

Emotional intelligence 
helps us distinguish 
the anxiety of being 
too close from the 
anxiety of being too 
separate, and to 
manage the implicit 
tension within this 
dynamic.
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indeed, between Brunuel (1967), roth 
(2001) and Perel (2007), we are intro-
duced to yet another rich dimension of 
human relationships. Human beings are 
perhaps the only species to overcompli-
cate their relationships by compounding 
sex and intimacy and by seeking mean-
ing in both. it is with this theme in mind 
that Perel (2007) explores the origins 
and parameters of erotic desire, and the 
meaningful expression of the erotic self 
with an other

Where did our sexuality come from? 
What influences it? What is the signifi-
cance of the erotic self? these are the 
themes Perel (2007) explores. she notes 
that the nature of desire and eroticism 
is irrational and does not succumb to 
reductionist logic. sex is the opportunity 
to play out our deepest desires, fears 
and longings, and to heal our profound 
wounds. the body offers a primal form 
of communication. Despite our celebra-
tion of the talking cure, the language of 
the body remains largely beyond words, 
yet it is with language that we symbolise 
embodied experience.

there are many influences on our 
sexuality, according to Perel (2007). 
these include the way in which our fam-
ily of origin encouraged our dependence 
and independence, and also our family 
and social context for sexual attitudes. 
these factors influence how we sublimate 
and convert childhood humiliations and 
pain. Perel (2007) makes the point that 
the paradoxical, irrational expression of 
our sexuality is often about the pleasure 
and excitement of embodied experi-
ences, which have caused us the most 
pain in our formative years. sometimes 
we can be shocked by sexual behaviour 
that is seemingly at odds with the public 
persona. We take vicarious, salacious 
pleasure in the media’s exposure of 
upright, staid public figures engaging in 
sexual practices (such as sadomasochism, 
or bondage and discipline), seemingly at 
odds with their status. We find out that 
we are human after all! Perhaps this also 
acknowledges our secret fear that, deep 
inside us in the place beyond words, lie 
our own unexpressed hurt, joy and pain 
waiting to be given life in our sexuality.

 in our formative years, a combination 
of family influences and the social context 
drives our sexual self-discovery. open 
acceptance of sexuality as much as fear, 
mistrust and guilt informs our erotic life. 
that which is most denied in us becomes 
the most desired and the most elusive to 
express. According to Perel (2007), we 
express our fantasies on a “private stage”, 
a safe place in us where we act out our 
innermost desires and heal our deepest 
wounds. it is on this stage that the hurt 
ones become the healed, the weak become 
the strong, and the strong surrender the 

burden of dominance. the true expres-
sion of our eroticism is when we stand 
naked and vulnerable on the public stage 
of sex with another person whom we 
love. And herein lies the work for us, as 
therapists.

the implication for the therapist is 
that the erotic relationship is worthy of 
exploration in its own right, but by means 
that at first glance may appear counter-
intuitive. our natural tendency is to pre-
sume that sexual issues and matters of 
intimacy are symptoms of each other and 
that more intimacy leads to better sex, 
and vice versa. However, in matters of 
sexuality, focusing on intimacy by attend-
ing to communication as the medium for 
togetherness is contra-indicated for the 
individuality which sexuality requires. 
gottman and silver (1999) remind us 
that “no other area of a couple’s life offers 
more potential for embarrassment, hurt 
and rejection than sex”. the challenge 
for the therapist is in being able to talk 
about sex with a couple in clear and 
open dialogue. Within a loving relation-
ship, there must be sufficient space to 
express and give meaning to sexuality. it 
is within such a space that the therapist 
can help a couple explore this aspect of 
their individual lives together.

Dancing with Differentiation and 
Fusion: The essential Tension

schnarch (1995) discusses differentia-
tion and intimacy (fusion), emphasising 
the importance of a couple being differen-
tiated as two individuals in order to work 
with the sexual relationship, as distinct 

from the emotionally intimate relation-
ship. According to schnarch (1995), “de-
veloping a clearly defined sense of oneself 
permits greater involvement with loved 
ones without the risk of losing oneself 
in the process, or requiring distancing 
manoeuvres … differentiation determines 
a person’s capacity for self-validated inti-
macy”. schnarch discusses self-validated 
intimacy as related to our sense of self-
worth, from which emerges our capacity 
to accept and validate our own individual 
intimate needs, as distinct from requir-
ing validation of ourselves from others. 
schnarch further elaborates that nego-
tiation and communication are ineffec-
tive when people are emotionally fused. 
Communication may entrench fusion as a 
defence against the anxiety of differentia-
tion. He proposes that the “solution is to 
help the couple differentiate”.

schnarch (1995) describes “differentia-
tion” as “maintaining a clear sense of self 
in the face of pressure by loved ones to 
conform”. in a committed relationship the 
“task” is to “find out who you are with a 
partner who is overeager to tell you”. this 
links in with the greenberg et al. (2008) 
notions of “identity wars” in which the 
fight is really over the balance between 
sexuality (which requires identity and a 
notion of self) and intimacy (which tends 
towards fusion). Anxiety occurs in rela-
tionships when one’s self-concept (“self-
definition”) is more defined in relation to 
their partner than it is from self-valida-
tion. the more self-definition comes from 
self-validation, the more a partner can, as 
schnarch (1995) puts it, tolerate “anxi-
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eties that frequently occur in exploring 
sexuality”.

According to greenberg et al. (2008) 
and schnarch (1995) sexual and intimacy 
issues arise from an over-dependence 
on receiving validation from the other 
(other-validated intimacy). this occurs 
because people who are over-intimate 
(fused) may become anxious if new 
sexual behaviours are introduced, as 
these threaten the validation one partner 
depends on from the other. introduction 
of novelty needs differentiation, which 
needs more emphasis on self-validation. 

schnarch (1995) eschews the model of 
therapy in which the “relationship is the 
client” as a means of dealing with sexual 
and marital issues. this is because sex 
and the relationship in which it occurs 
can be viewed in the context of differen-
tiation and fusion, where the former leads 
to sexuality and the latter to intimacy. 
A relationship can then occur between 
two differentiated people who maintain 
a delicate balance between differentia-
tion and intimacy. this enables sex and 
intimacy to be modulated by the balance 
between individuality and togetherness. 
the ‘whole’ relationship is both individual 
and intimate in a balance tolerable to 
both partners.

However, working on the relation-
ship where the relationship is the client, 
directs attention away from the individu-
als need to differentiate from the other. 
instead, working in the relationship 
focuses attention on developing a robust 
self-concept and identity. He further indi-
cates that sex and intimacy are mutually 
enhanced when individuals in a couple 
allow themselves to be truly known to the 
other. He suggests this is the basis for 
dealing with interpersonal, systemic and 
individual aspects.

 schnarch (1995) posits that couples 
are either forced into higher levels of dif-
ferentiation to resolve these tensions or 
back into fusion to face a compromise. His 
explanation of differentiation is similar 
to the notion of the “Holon” developed by 
Koestler (1968). Both Koestler (1968) and 
schnarch (1995) view differentiation as 
a basic life force for humans to actual-
ise as distinctly themselves – as unique 
from others – and to relate to others as 
self-actualised individuals. in humans, 
this drive manifests as a clear sense of 
self in the close proximity of another 
person, even under pressure to conform. 
the ability to self-soothe anxieties and 
build resilience to the anxieties of the 
other leads to clear thinking and well-
modulated feelings (instead of emotional 
reactivity). these are the characteristics 
and capabilities required to modulate dif-
ferentiation and fusion to allow a sexual 
relationship and intimacy to flourish. 
schnarch (1995) considers that we are 

more fused than differentiated, especially 
couples entering a relationship. relation-
ship issues, especially around sexuality, 
are driven more by deficits of differentia-
tion than by fusion.

A model for working with Sex and 
Intimacy in relationships

Perel (2007) discusses sexuality and 
eroticism as existing between self and 
other. greenberg et al. (2008) propose 
that identity conflicts organised around a 
tension between self- and other-validation 
lie at the heart of relationship issues. 
schnarch, (1995) believes that we are all 
too fused, our life-long mission being to 
differentiate ourselves and relate at the 
same time. like Perel (2007), schnarch 
(1997) proposes that sex has a language 
of its own. However, schnarch (1997) 
gives an explicit example of drawing sym-
bolic meaning from explicit acts of sex. 
He works with clients to extract specific 
meaning from the type and manner of 
their sexual practice. in contrast, Perel 
(2007) explores the subtle symbolism 
and the sources of individual sexuality, 
validating the diversity and innovation in 
sexual practice which become available 
to couples as an expression of beautifully 
symbolic eroticism.

the common factor uniting these views 
is that differentiation (or separation) and 
fusion are proxy dynamics for sexuality 
and intimacy respectively. Furthermore, 
a loving relationship between two people 
is both erotic and intimate, and that one 
aspect may not necessarily enhance or 
enable the other. each aspect is unique, 
in its own right, and is ultimately con-
strained by our ability to help our clients 
make explicit meaning of their erotic 
symbolism and of emotional intimacy. 
the sexless relationships which Arndt 
(2009) describes may well be secondary 
to fusion. Her examples may support the 
view that a therapeutic approach to work-
ing with sex and intimacy requires that 
the therapist focus on both differentiation 

and fusion. We, like schnarch (1995), 
suggest that this requires a counter-intu-
itive approach that works in the relation-
ship, focusing on individual, intra-psychic 
issues as well as communication between 
individuals in a couple. Differentiation 
then enables each person to experience 
the relationship through the eyes of the 
other and fully express their sexuality 
and intimacy. the state of balance be-
tween differentiation and fusion identifies 
people as individuals in the limelight of 
their partner’s love. this enables them 
to join together but as individuals and 
to continue to remain emphatically who 
they are.

this requires a delicate balancing act. 
somehow, people have to sufficiently de-
fine as themselves, and at the same time 
engage in relationship without losing 
that sense of self. in addition, people need 
to experience a sense of identity in the 
mirror of the other. the challenge in a 
relationship is whether each person is at 
a compatible point of balance between the 
anxiety of separation and the smothering 
of fusion.

 We suggest that relationship tension 
might be eliminated or minimised when 
people in the relationship feel sufficiently 
who they are, acceptably identified and 
attracted to and by the other. At this 
point, differentiation and fusion and their 
proxies of sexuality and intimacy are 
at what Perel (2007) calls the “optimal 
distance”. Both co-exist in a dynamic har-
mony within each person, and between 
them (see Figure 1). Perhaps this is the 
definition of true love: an optimal dis-
tance experienced as a dynamic balance 
between two people in a relationship. 
through this balance, each person is both 
truly themselves and known to the other.

Working with the Tension between 
Sex and Intimacy 

the key according to schnarch (1995) 
is to enhance an individual’s tolerance of 
separation anxiety rather than relying 

Furthermore, a loving relationship between two 
people is both erotic and intimate, and that one 
aspect may not necessarily enhance or enable 
the other. Each aspect is unique, in its own right, 
and is ultimately constrained by our ability to 
help our clients make explicit meaning of their 
erotic symbolism and of emotional intimacy. 
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on traditional systemic models, which 
focus on anxiety reduction by facilitating 
fusion. He posits that the therapist’s ca-
pacity to tolerate their own anxiety of dif-
ferentiation limits their capacity to work 
with their client’s anxiety. to differenti-
ate, and to help a couple face the individ-
ual personal growth to do so, require the 
therapist to tolerate the intense anxieties 
generated by the implicit and explicit 
threat of relationship breakdown. in 
fact, schnarch (1995) posits that couples 
need to reach a “critical mass” of anxiety 
before change occurs. the therapist must 
not only create the conditions for this but 
also tolerate the tension.

there is a level of anxiety about 
broaching sexual topics. therapists may 
be reluctant to explore the intimate needs 
of the client or a couple, due to their own 
vulnerabilities and anxieties around sex 
and intimacy. this could then lead thera-
pists to inadvertently collude with their 
clients in establishing a level of anxi-
ety and explicit disclosure that enables 
discussion but is below the threshold for 
change. often for a client, this is the first 
time they have the opportunity to talk 
about their sexual lives, and their needs 
and wants. Perhaps one anxiety is that 
discussing intimate needs with people 
may result in a transference that may ap-
pear in the form of sexual seductiveness 
towards the therapist.

 Horney (1973) says that when sexual 
seductiveness occurs it is a signal that 
the person is full of anxiety around their 
connections with people and that such 
connections are basically poor. sexual 
desires towards the therapist readily 
disappear when the therapist interprets 
them as a need for contact. this can open 
the road towards working through and 
lessening these anxieties.

We suggest that therapists need to pro-
vide a language to help each person in a 
couple find their respective balance, and 
to bring to awareness the symbolic mean-
ing of the erotic for both the individual 
and the couple. We believe that this 
balance between our individual drive to 
be emphatically who we need to be (which 
leads to an expression of sexuality) with 
our fundamental need to attach, attract 
and to love (an expression of intimacy) is 
a dynamic balance. this is mediated by 
each person’s balance between separa-
tion and fusion, and their flexibility and 
adaptability in dynamically moving and 
managing this balance in relation to the 
other person. therapists must take the 
initiative to raise the topic of sex in the 
context of the relationship. Additionally, 
therapists must be comfortable with their 
own ideas and feelings in order to create 
conditions of comfort for their clients 
to openly discuss their sexuality and to 
express their individual eroticism. 

However, with sexuality, is also im-
portant to remember that sometimes ‘a 
cigar is just a cigar’. We have presented 
a uniquely Western, reductionist view 
of sex and intimacy as both separate 
and related drives for individuality and 
interdependence, ultimately resolved 
in the moment of la petit mort. We risk 
mechanising both sex and intimacy and 
therefore losing the evanescent beauty 
of human coupling. the eastern world 
with its whirling dervishes, sacred sex, 
and the tantra realised this long ago. in 
la petit mort we are indivisible, and the 
work of the therapist is to enable a couple 
to find their individual and interdepend-
ent journeys to this ultimate experience.
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Review by Philip Armstrong FACA, 
AFACHSM

this book is a must for the serious 
counsellor as it explodes the myths and 
assumptions behind fetishes and those 
who practice them. readers will be as-
tonished at just how normal these people 
are in their public and professional lives 
and how many people actually practice 
what may be considered to be unusual 
sexual acts. even your vocabulary will be 
challenged and improved with words such 
as Agalmatophilia agalama (statue) and 
philia (love of), imagine putting that on a 
triple score in scrabble. this book may be 
challenging by its content but then any-
one who works with humans could hardly 
be surprised what people get up to in the 
privacy of their own homes or farms for 
that matter. on a more serious note all 
humans practice sexual acts of one sort or 
another physical or psychological and as 
a counsellor it behoves you as a profes-
sional to at least have some knowledge of 
the less conservative practices out there. 
Without books such as this you will not 
be able to have an underlining under-
standing of why people do what they do 
and what they get out of it. i am reticent 
to brand most of the fetishes in this book 
as anything abnormal or to brand those 
who practice them as being anything but 
normal, they are simply different. Angela 
brings a substantial amount of balance to 
this book by including opinions from both 
sides of the spectrum particularly for 
some of the more out there practices that 
maybe considered abnormal. 

i highly recommend this book for any-
one willing to undertake a personal chal-
lenge in learning about sexuality beyond 
the bounds of conservatism. 

My Other Self: 
Sexual fantasies, 
fetishes and kinks
By Angela Lewis PhD
www.myotherself.com.au

Where to buy: 
www.myotherself.com.au 

Cost: 
$34.95 

Paper Back: 
369 pages

This book may be 
challenging by its 
content but then 
anyone who works 
with humans could 
hardly be surprised 
what people get up to 
in the privacy of their 
own homes or farms 
for that matter.
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